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Preface

Sight singing has been a concern to musicians since

the time music was first notated. Much has been written,

particularly in recent years, on the subject of sight

singing. However, each of these writings usually presents

only one method of teaching sight singing. There appeared

to be a need for a single source containing information

about related techniques to the teaching of sight sing-

ing.

A serious fault of our present music education

is that too often young music students are not being

taught how to sight sing. It appears that the great

majority of music teachers do not realize the importance

of sight singing. It is possible they do not know how to

teach it.

It is hoped that the findings in this report will

benefit both the experienced and the inexperienced music

teacher. This study offers a collection of sight singing

systems and information on methods of teaching sight sing-

ing collected from numerous sources.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Problem

The purpose of this study was to investigate essen-

tial factors related to the teaching of sight singing to

elementary children.

Sub-Problems

Analysis of the problem led to subordinate questions,

which may be stated as follows:

1. What rhythms should elementary children be able

to recognize and perform on sight?

2. How are the rhythmic aspects of sight singing

taught?

3. What melodic aspects of sight singing should

elementary children be expected to understand and perform

at sight?

4. How are the melodic aspects of sight singing

taught to elementary children?

Definition of Terms

1. The term "essential factors" refers to those

elements which are considered important by most authorities.

I
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2. The term "sight singing" refers to vocally producing

correct pitches and rhythms at the first viewing of a piece

of music.

3. The term "elementary children" refers to those

persons receiving academic training in grades one, two,

three, four, five, and six.

. 4. The term "rhythmic aspects" refers to those elements

which pertain to duration in musical sounds.

5. The term "melodic aspects" refers to those elements

which pertain to the succession of single tones in the

linear structure of music.

Delimitations

1. This study investigated only the factors related

to the singing of correct pitches and rhythms at sight.

2. This study did not investigate the quality of

the singing voice.

Basic Hypothesis

There was no basic hypothesis in this study.

Basic Assumption

The basic assumption of this study was that the

essential factors of teaching sight singing are published

and are available for study and therefore personal and

direct contact with sight singing authorities living today

was thought unnecessary.
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historical Background

The ancient Greeks, including such intellectual

giants as Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), Aristophanes of Taren-

tum (fourth century B.C.), and Pythagoras (582-487 B.C.),

who invented the monochord with frets to indicate pitch,

sought solutions to the perplexing problem of sight sing-

ing. "Aristoxenus developed the Greek modes -- Lydian,

Dorian, Phrygian, Hypophrygian, Aeolian, 2.e.z.. The tones

of the modes were named after the seven strings of the

lyre, from the highest, 'Hypate', to the middle string,

'Mesa', to the lowest string, 'Nete'. To these basic

names were added the prefix 'Para' meaning 'next to"'

(15, p. 42).

Solfege is descended from the Greek syllables tah,

ta, toh, teh, (Ta, Tk, Tw, TS) for the tones of the de-

scending tetrachord, A,G,F,E, (1, p. 690). The Greeks

employed the principles of both absolute and movable pitch.

The Christian church also employed both principles, and

the system of neumes which it invented to represent rela-

tive pitch was the first musical notation consisting of

independent signs, as distinct from letters, in the world's

history (9, p. 184).

Approximately one thousand years ago two monks sought

to improve the skill of their respective choirs. One of

them, Odo of Clugny, chose an instrumental approach to

sight singing. He is said to have had his choir learn to



play the monochord, a one-stringed Greek instrument, and

then apply this understanding of tone relationships to

singing by notation (17, p. 303). The other monk, Guido

d'Arezzo (born c. 990 A.D.), is said to have invented the

music staff (15, p. 42).

Solmization is a general term for systems of desig-

nating degrees of the scale by syllables. The use of

syllables for the designation of tones is very old. The

Chinese had a system which employed the use of syllables

for designation of tones. The earliest notation and nomen-

clature known, those of the Chinese and Hindus, were based

on absolute pitch (9, p. 184). Tone syllables are still

used in Hindu music (1, p. 690).

Solmization, or the sol-fa plan, originated when

Guido discovered that each phrase of the hymn to Saint John

the Baptist began one pitch higher than that preceding

(18, p. 93). He used the syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol,

la, as movable names to be used with the hexachord on G,

on c, and on F. The name solmization is derived from the

combination sol-iwi, hich denoted the syllable "mi" being

understood as belonging to the hexachord on f. Thus, it

denotes the change from one hexachord into another (1, p.

690).

Simple as Guido's system was in itself, it is to
be: remembered that the sol-fa syllables were only
used orally. Not for over five hundred years were
they written or printed, and then only along-side
of staff notation notes, and in a book believed to



be in this respect unique. This was a certain
edition issued in 1567 of "les CL Pseaumes mis
en rime francoise par Cl6ment Marot et Theodore
Beza." The copy in Innerpeffray Library, Perth-
shire, 'Scotland, is the only copy known: other
editions of the same year do not contain the
sol-fa syllables (9, p. 187).

The rhythm of Greek vocal music was inseparable from

the rhythm of the poetry with which it was combined. There-

fore, notation by letters was adeqate, for the reader

knew the rhyth of the words and needed only pitch indi-

cations given by the letters above the words (19, p. 66).

In the Middle Ages a system was in use in some parts

of Europe which had the possibilities of notation of both

rhythm and pitch in it. In some monasteries, when monks

sang together, one of them as leader, would indicate by

the rising and falling of his hand the general direction

of the melody. This system was known as "chironomy" from

the Greek words for "hand" and "sign" (19, p. 67).

It was natural when these musicians wanted to
write down their melodies, that they should dvolve
a notation which was suggested by the patterns
made by the leaders hand. This notation, the
"neumes", is reminiscent of the path followed
by the hand in chironomy (19, pp. 67-68).

Even with the neumes there was no fixed standard of

pitch notation. In the tenth century of the Christian

Era some gnius thought of drawing a horizontal line to

act as<; point of reference. Guido d'Arezzo is given

credit for this discovery, but it is far from certain that

he deserves it, as he is credited with a number of things
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done within two hundred years of either side of his life

span (19, p. 68).

Almost a century after the one horizontal line was

discovered another unsung genius thought of the touch which

finally made the system secure -- the adding of a second

line (19, p. 68). With two lines not only were those two

tones definitely fixed in notation, but the tone between

them could be identified by going only half the distance

between them, and all the other tones eventually could be

shown by marking off the same standard distance (19, p. 69).

The spaces between the lines were used for names of

toneaas well as the lines themselves. The great advantage

of lines was that it was easy to combine their indications

of pitch with the rhythmic notation, merely by setting he

desired rhythmic symbol on the appropriate line or space

(19, p. 69).

"For the sake of historical accuracy, it should be

stated that the first line tried in the tenth century was

a line for F; the one for C was added, and later one for

A (19, p. 69)." More lines were added in the writing of

music so that all the2 notes were provided with lines or

spaces. In fact, for a while Europe went "line-crazy."

There are examples, as late as the sixteenth century, in

which the number of lines was dizzying -- sometimes eleven

or more (19, p. 69).
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Some of the lines had to be labeled with their
letter-names as reminders, since the eye could
not always grasp their identity among so many.
But it would have taken us back to the letter
system from which we started and the very purpose
of the line method would have been wasted (19,
p. 70).

The solution of the line problem was a compromise.

One line was removed in the middle of a series of eleven,

so that two groups of five each remained. If the middle

line is needed to represent that particular note, a small

piece of it can be written in (19, p. 70).

The Guidonian syllables were used as the basis of a

"fixed do" terminology. About 1600, French musicians began

to use Guidots syllables in a fixed position, ut for C,

re for D, mi for E, fa for F, sol for G, and la for A

(4, P. 5). In order to complete the-octave, the syllable

"si"t was introduced and about 1650 the syllable "ut" was

replaced by "do." Early in the nineteenth century the

initials of syllables were used alone as an independent

notation.

John Curwen's "Tonic Sol-Fa System" provides
the basis of today's "movable Do" system. He
adapted it from a "sol-fa" system developed by Miss
Sarah Ann Glover (1785-1867). By means of a "modu-
later" (a chart upon which the syllables were placed
in proper order) the teacher would point to the syl-
lables, the students would respond by singing (7, p.
12).

In Curwen's tonic sol-fa all bars and beats were equally

spaced (4, p. 6).
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Origin of the number system has been traced as early

as 1665 (7, p. 8). It was in France that a numeral nota-

tion was to achieve its greatest success (9, p. 192). In

the "Galin-Paris-Cheve system", invented by Pierre Galin

(1786-1821), Aime Paris (1798-1866), and Emile Cheve (1804-

1864), the numbers were to be looked at while singing with

movable syllables (7, p. 8).

The singing of hymns and psalms in New England
churches gradually deteriorated until at the begin-
ning of the 18th century many congregations were
unable to sing more than a few tunes and no two
sang them alike. The dearth of printed music in
America, and the lack of any means of music edu-
cation, afforded little if any opportunity for
learning to read music. Music was learned by rote,
without the help of professional musicians, by a
people who were for the most part musically il-
literate. The practice of "lining-out" the psalm-
tunes had gradually changed the lively singing of
the early Puritans into a slow and often highly
embellished type of psalm-singing, later called
the "Common" or "Usual Way" of singing (14, p. 43).

The reform movement in New England's singing methods

was led by the Reverend Thomas Symmes (1677-1725), the

Reverend John Tufts (1689-1750), and the Reverend Thomas

Walter (1676-1725) (5, p. 25). Symimes wrote- pamphlets

and preached sermons on "The Reasonableness of Regular

Singing or Singing by Note." He urged the people to return

to the ways of the early New England settlers who could

sing correctly by note. tIt remained for the Rev. John

ufts and 'the Rev. Thomas Walter to publish the first in-

struction books with music and to lay the foundation for

music education in the United States (14, p. 44)."
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The pleasure of meeting together and learning to sing

by note in the "Correct Way" led to the establishment of

the singing school, which was important in the his
tory of

American music education (14, p. 44). "In the last decades

of the 18th century the singing school became the principal

source of music pedagogy, an important part of the social

life, and a stimulus to native composers which lasted

throughout the 19th century (14, p. 44)."

The singing school was important in the history of

American music education. The singing school term seldom

exceeded twenty-four afternoons and evenings. The sessions

were three hours long. At the end of the session there

was a final "exhibition" which was held at the 'meeting

house." Here the entire class showed what it had learned.

In the "exhibition" singing, all that remained of the sol-

mization practice of the singing school was the chord

that was sung before the piece started (L, p. 10). The

only method used by the singing school was solmization.

From this position it spread into the conservatories, col-

leges, and public schools (20, p. 2).

"The need for music books eventually resulted in a

flow of instruction books with music...(14, p. 44)." The

first edition of John Tufts'un Introductio to the Sin

of Psalm-Tunes was publishedd in 1721.

In search of a system that would enable "People
even of the meanest capacities and Children" to sing
a tune at sight, Tufts used a letter notation that
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Was well known in England and had already appeared
underneath the notes in the B Psalm Book of 1698.
Tufts- however, placed the letters F a7~~7(ol), L(a),
and Mli) on the staff in lieu of the notes. In his
"Short Introduction To the Singing of PSALMTUNES,"
he explains the notation, clefs, intervals, scales,
keys, and time signatures. Tunes in triple time,
he states, "Are sung about One Third swifter than
Common Time." Significantly, he mentions that the
ability to sing intervals correctly is "not to be
attained ordinarily, without the help of some skil"
ful Person, or of an Instrument (14, p. 44)."

Thomas Walter's The Grounds and Rules of Musick Ex-

Plained was published in Boston in 1721. "It was the first

music book to be printed With bar lines in the North

American colonies (5, p. 26)." Walter advocated "singing

the notes as written or printed, without alterations,

additions, or embellishments, and in strict time and

pitch (5, p. 26)."

William Little and William Smith in 1802 pr oduced a

song collection, "The Easy Instructor or a New Method of

Teaching Scred Harmony." Each of the four notes used in

this collection was provided with a different shaped head:

A

So/ t co. S U.,I9I r -CA.

Fig. 1--Example of shaped notes
(11, P.o394)

-- p ab
I<:CL
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Shaped notes "had considerable notational vogue at

one period and are still in use in some mountain regions

of the Southern states. This notation, which seems to

have been invented by Andrew Law...used a different shaped

note head for each tone of the scale. It is one of the

curiosities of notational history (3, pp. 24-25)."

Lowell Mason "exerted a decisive and lasting
influence on the course of musical activity in
the United States. ...He was instrumental in
thrusting the native American musical tradition,
as represented by our early New England music
makers, into the background, while opening the
gates for a flood of colorless imitations of the
'European masters' (5, p. 160)."

Mason, appointed to teach music in the schools of

Boston in 1838, was the first American school music

teacher. His method of teaching music reading was a

three-fold approach using numbers, Latin syllables, and

regular note names (17, p. 303). The preceding would

seem to indicate that Mason rejected shaped notes.

In 1845 and 1883 methods of teaching music
reading were published that represented revolts
against the use of Latin syllables, and that
unsuccessfully attempted to eliminate syllables
by substituting numerals. The preface of Jordan's
New Method of Sight ngin stated that methods
of sight singing with syllables were too intricate...
The Jordan Method began with the numbered C scale,
then soon transposed the numeral concept to other
common keys. Finally, the neutral syllable la
was sung while the student thought the numbers.
Chromatics were avoided (17, pp. 303-304).

How to teach music reading became the paramount ques-

tion during the years 1885-1905 (3, p. 109). Music was

placed into the hands of the grade teachers beginning about
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1885. This was a great change for school music. It

forced attention upon the teaching of music reading,

which had in the past been entirely the problem of the

special teacher (3, p. 109).

The rote-song approach to music reading became an

object of growing distrust. Song-singing itself became

an object of suspicion, as being merely entertaining,

without helping to attain a mastery of the printed page

(3, p. 116).

The music supervisor became more or less a law unto

himself, as he had little guidance except in the printed

suggestions in the music books, supplemented by his own

pedagogical ability. This condition was highly favorable

for developing individual initiative and out of it grew

a characteristic feature of the period (1885-1905), the

editing and publishing of a large number of school music

readers (3, p. 112).

Hosea Edson Holt wrote a music course for schools in

order to provide material which could be used by the grade

teacher. The method was based on mastery of the major

scale taught as a melody. From this all the intervals

were developed. The Normal Music Course consisted of first,

second, and third readers for the elementary grades and a

book for high schools (3, p. 115). During its ten year

vogue it revealed the fact that though the children mas-

tered the tonal and rhythmic problems by means of elaborate
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drills, they could not combine them to read music readily.

The Natural Music Course tried to eliminate this weakness

by avoiding elaborate drills (3, p. 118).

Holt declared that relative tonality should be made

a definite thing in the mind of the child. Others agreed,

"...and the practice sprang up of making
several trips over the music as a preliminary
to singing. Thus, first the tones were made
out either by number, or by syllable, and then
the rhythm, by means of time language was given
in a monotone. Finally and attempt was made to
render the tones and the rhythms together, in
other words, to sing the melody at sight --
though evidently not at first sight (3, p. 121)."

In 1899 Francis E. Howard of Bridgeport, Connecticut,

compiled the Novello Music Course, published by H. W.

Gray Company. This course emphasized learning by doing

(3, p. 122).

By 1899, "...the prevailing method of teaching sight

reading, the scale-drill method, had been on trial for

15 years with widely varying results. ...general practice

in the school room tended to emphasize knowledge rather

than skill (3, p. 123)."

Sterrie A. Weaver was the first exponent of tests and

measurements in sight reading. The key to Weaver's method

of teaching reading was the individual singing child (3,

pp. 125-126).

Thus by devious routes and a variety of
methods the problem of music reading was worked
out in this epoch. The outstanding successes
were made by those who discovered the necessity
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of individual work and of keeping the issue clear
of non essentials (3, p. 128).

In the United States, in spite of the fact
that the history of music in the public schools
has often revolved around the issue of sight
reading vs. rote singing, we have, with notable
exceptions, tended to "let nature take its course."
Only those students with marked flair and moti-
vation have become proficient readers (8, p. v).

Sight singing is an established discipline
the importance of which has been recognized by
musicians for the past 300 years. It is doubt-
ful that any other course in the entire music
curriculum has enjoyed such prominence in his-
tory (2, p. v).

Hereditary, Cultural, and Psychological Factors

Influencing Sight Singing

Approximately three-fourths at the nation's children

have no opportunity to learn to read music except through

the public school music program. Many music teachers

indicate that a child who can learn to sing a song can

learn to sing a sight. Wheeler and Wheeler state that

there are no sex differences in the ability to read

music (22, p. 446).

Music educators, through study and observation, show

that factors other than rhythm and melody study contribute

to the learning of sight singing.

Both Hutton and Snyder consider the educational and

family background of the student of positive importance.

In both the reading of words and of music
from a printed page, the progress of the student
depends to a great extent upon his background.
The student must have an accumulation of exper-
iences which will serve as a framework into which
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the unfamiliar must fit before it can be understood
(10, p. 119).

Skills in music reading come from a broad,
general, varied, and rich background in music
participation. Enjoyable and meaningful ex-
periences in music are essential to the elemen-
tary school child. The teacher can help children
acquire musical skills by offering interesting
musical situations in the classroom (21, p. 55).

Student interest is vital toi efficient, rapid,

learning. Children are not interested in learning to

read musical notation unless they find the notation

useful for purposes that they consider of immediate

importance.

It is believed by Crowell that love of music is

also of importance. "If love of singing and rhythmic

feeling are not established in the first two years, then,

indeed, does the actual sight reading become a bugbear

(6, p. 252)."

Sight singing skill has a close relationship to

school marks and intelligence ratings, a lesser relation-

ship to piano training, and very little relationship to

choir experience, observations of Buchanan (4) reveal.

The musically superior child needs to be given many

opportunities to develop music reading competence. The

ability to reason can be brought out through music. In

reading music a great deal of reasoning is involved.

Myers and Pierce make statements concerning physical

development:
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Ability to sing, visual and aural maturation,
and muscular coordination and development as ex-
eaplified in rhythmic control are aspects of phys-
ical development basic to ability to read (16, p.
180).

Equally influential in determining a child's
response to music at a particular time is his
physical condition. If he is tired or not well,
he may not like certain compositions or he may
not want to play, sing, eor listen (18, p. 28).

The ability to read music is a matter of sequential

growth which is developed over a period of years. Each

new step toward music reading takes two or three weeks

of classroom time. The amount of work covered through

the years and the facility with which children read music

depends upon the teacher, the aptitude of the pupils, and

the time given to the subject.

A relaxed, friendly relationship between teacher and

pupil sets the stage for natural emotional appreciation.

of the aesthetic. It takes courage for a child to reveal

himself through musical activities. He can do so only

when he learns by experience that he can count on the

teacher's support and understanding. The teacher may

have to wait patiently for growth that can be pointed out

to the pupil as an example of what he really can do; but

the teacher must watch alertly for that constructive sign,

and praise it, so that the child sees it too.

The child must never have the experience of being

laughed at, for this hurts and paralyzes a child even more

than a sharp criticism. Love and encouragement are far more
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productive forces in children's lives than correction and

criticism, for it is in an atmosphere of love and under-

standing that learning flourishes, even in the face of

obstacles.

Nervousness is sometimes a hazard and everything

possible should be done to eliminate it. Difficulties

resulting from negative attitudes or inadequate musi-

cianship should be analyzed and solved in terms of stu-

dents' individual differences.

Desirable relationships within a group of children

can be fostered through responding to music through ex-

pressive bodily movement, because it offers excellent

opportunities for winning group appreciation for indiv-

iduals within the group. Self-confidence is important

in sight reading. "The student who says 'I know I'm a

bad reader' will never be anything else (13, p. 92)."

Usually elementary school children achieve skill in

reading music much more successfully as a group activity

than as individuals.

If the student is not comfortable for one reason or

another, or if he is tense or nervous, his reactions are

likely to be unfavorable. Usually desirable responses are

brought about Mhan music and work connected with it fall

within the children's powers of comprehension and musical

skill.
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Attitude, good or bad, may be contagious, communicated

from one pupil to another and sometimes caught from asso-

ciation with adults. It is highly undesirable for either

teacher or child to accept unfavorable attitudes as final.

Emotional state and attitude are, in fact, frequently trans-

itory and insignificant.

Practice is of the utmost importance. Children need

to read music outside the classroom. Fish and Lloyd

declare: "Remember, the important thing is that you prac-

tice sight reading often and regularly (8, p. xii)."

Lawton says: "Ear-training requires keen concentra-

tion and is therefore fatiguing: better results are ob-

tained by short practising periods of five to ten minutes

twice or thrice daily than by one half-hour (12, p. vti)."

A new reading song should be easy so that the children

feel that they have successfully accomplished something

new.

Methodology

The data for this thesis was collected from books,

periodicals, and unpublished research studies on the subjects

of music reading, sight singing, rhythm, ear training, and

music in the education of children. These sources were

carefully studied in order to obtain selected information

related to the various factors involved in the subject of

this study.
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Plan of This Thesis

The following chapters are designed to present in-

formation concerning the essential factors related to

the teaching of sight singing to elementary children.

Rhythm in sight singing is the subject of Chapter

Two. The various rhythms which elementary children should

be able to understand and perform at sight are identified

and defined. Many ways of teaching rhythmic sight singing

and some of the devices used to aid in teaching are pre-

sented.

Chapter Three defines the melodic aspects of sight

singing which elementary children should be able to under-

stand and perform at sight. Numerous ways of teaching

melodic sight singing and a number of the devices in cur-

rent use are presented.

Chapter Four presents the summaries and recommenda-

tions to researchers, publishers, school administrators,

and teachers.
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CHAPTER II

THE RHYTHMIC ASPECTS OF SIGHT SINGING

The two basic elements in music are pitch and

rhythm. A keen sense of rhythm is, therefore, nec-

essary f or the musicians. Response to rhythm is an

important part of the child's music education. The

time to begin formal rhythmic training is in the

elementary school years.

Some music educators believe that rhythmic prob-

lems comprise the most neglected area of music educa-

tion and that rhythm is the prime determinant of music

reading difficulties. Many think it wise to keep

rhythmic problems slightly ahead of the complexities

of pitch relations in the teaching of sight singing.

Movement plays an important role in the child's

understanding of music. The child forms concepts of

rhythm by participate ting in music through movement of

his arms, feet and body (15-I, p. vi). Much of the

child's bodily movement comes from an innate necessity

to move and a love of movement for its own sake (27-I,

p. 8).
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Individual work should not be neglected in rhythmic

development. Each child should have an opportunity to

experience rhythm alone at least once a week it it is

at all possible (11, p. xi)."

Graded Sequence of Objectives

for Rhythmic Development

Music educators seem to be in general agreement as

to their objectives for the rhythmic development of

elementary children. Several authorities on sight sing-

ing express their opinions on this subject. These

opinions are representative of a large number of music

educators whose writings were investigated.

Grade One

Rhythmic sense may be developed in the first year

through creating movements that fit the music and ex-

press its basic pulse, playing a simple rhythm instru-

ment in time with the music, acting out songs with finger

play, hand movements, and simple dramatizations, and

through playing simple singing games (16-1, p. xviii).

Nye and Nye list objec t ives for rhythmic development

of the first grade children:

Ability to respond to fundamental movements
with large free motions: walking, running, jumping,
hopping, skipping, and combinations of these.

Ability to respond to rhythm with movements
such as swinging, bending, twisting, swaying,
stretching, pushing, pulling.
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Ability to do simple dance steps, skills,
and formations including galloping, sliding,
skipping, bowing, circling, singing circle
with partner on the right.

Creative response to rhythm (rhythmic
dramatization).

Comprehension of whether the music swings
in two's or three's (duple or triple meter).

Understanding of the relation of rhythmic
movement to quarter, eighth, and half notes
(walking, running, and step-bending or bowing),
and ability to use these rhythms by playing
them on percussion instruments (22, p. 98).

Children's bodily responses to music are more

important as a basic for musical understanding than

drill reactions to printed notation. Whole, half,

quarter, eighth notes, and dotted notes are introduced,

not as mathematical units but as units expressed through

movement, such as walking and running. Their proper

names should be used as they are introduced.

Rhythmic patterns to be used for study and practice

should be extracted from the context of songs. The child

may be led to observe the rhythm of phrases through such

questions as: "(1) what phrases have the same rhythm;

(2) ;what phrases have different rhythms; and (3) what

kinds of notes are in this song (2, p. 1)?"

Grade Two

Mary Helen Richards expects great strides in reading

difficult rhythmic patterns in the second year. Meter is

stressed and syncopation is introduced in this year.

Second grade children should
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Have so developed their physical coordination
in feeling patterns, beats, meters, phrases, and
tones, that there is a definite kinesthetic foun-
dation present to assist them in reading notation.

Be able to read without hesitation rhythmic
patterns containing simple dotted rhythms as well
as ordinary sixteenth, eighth, quarter, half, and
whole note and rest combinations. ...

Be able to take musical dictation, notating
simple rhythms and simple intervals (25, p. 97).

Boardman and Landis, in Exploring Music, recommend

the following objectives for second grade children:

Is increasing in ability to interpret music
through simple dance movements.

Displays in dance interpretations increasing
recognition of over-all rhythmic movement.

Shows a growing knowledge of phrase structure,
same-different sections, in planning dance inter-
pretations.

Exhibits understanding of rhythmic pattern by
singing simple rhythmic patterns accurately.

Is developing ability to maintain simple
rhythmic patterns as acc ompaniment.

Identifies even, uneven rhythmic patterns in
notation:

Distinguishes betzxeen beat, accent, and rhythm
pattern.

Demonstrates knowledge of beat, accent, pattern,
by clapping and stepping.

Interprets notation of simple rhythmic relation-
ships using quarter, eighth, half notes.

Reveals knowledge of rhythmic elements when
planning own ac companiments.

Recognizes importance of beat and pattern in
developing own compositions (4,pp. xvi, xvii).

Children will make definite progress in rhythmic

development if activities are organized to help them feel

and respond to definite aspects of movement in music:

1. The regular basic pulse.
2. The natural grouping of pulses by twos or threes.



3. The rhythmic organization of music by measures.
4. The variation of rhythm-ic pat tern within the

regular framework of counts and measures (16,
p. xvii).

Grade Three

Nye and Nye give their rhythmic objectives for third

grade children:

Mastery of rhythmic understandings taught in
kindergarten throughtthe second grade.

Recognition of the musical phrase through bodily
movement.

Ability to clap, step, and write in notation
simple rhythm patterns played by the teacher.

Ability Lo step the note-rhythm of selected
familiar songs.

Continued development in understanding beat,
patterns, accent, meter, and form through bodily
response.

Ability to interpret songs and recordings with
rhythmic movement.

Ability to perform combined movements of walk-
run, step-hop, step-slide, skip-hop, slide-hop, and
to use these steps in dances such as the waltz and
schottische and in creative dances and dramatiza-
tions.

The transfer of rhythmic understandings gained
from bodily responses to note and rest values, in-
cluding the dotted note.

Recognition and identification of 2-, 3-, and
4-beat measures in recordings or in the singing and
playing of the teacbbr.

Knowledge of conductor's beat patterns for the
following meters: 2/4 and fast 6/8,-3/4, and 4/4.

Ability to create percussion accompaniments to
songs and recordings (22, pp. 98-99).

Grade Four

The fourth grade child should further develop the

ability to sense the basic pulse of songs, isolate rhythmic

patterns and step or clap the notation, He should review
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the fundamental rhythms, learn simple dance steps and con-

tinue the use of rhythm instruments (16-1, p. Xviii).

The student needs to learn that any of his movement

patterns can be expressed accurately in rhythmic notation

and that the page of music really shows him how the music

moves, if he learns to interpret its meaning (16-4, p. viii).

Fourth year students should recognize, clap and/or

play and sing these rhythm patterns with increasing fluency:

whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth notes and corres-

ponding rests, a triplet figure and simple patterns in

syncopation (28-Teacher's Edition 4, p. 11). They should

recognize and be able to produce accurately common note

relationships within rhythm patterns based on 2-1 or 3-1

relationships. The children should be able to interpret

meter signature to establish meter and determine relation-

ships of various notes (4-Book 4, p. vii).

Grade Five

In the fifth year the child should learn to interpret

meter signature in order to establish accent groupings and

relationships of note values (3, p. 27). Children at this

level should be able to create and notate rhythm patterns

in 2/4, 3/4, and 6/8 meter. They should be able to analyze

the difference between and 4
(16-Book , pp. 225-229).
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The child should look for a repeated pattern in
the uneven rhythm of the notes that will help him to
know what to expect as the song continues....

1. Often a short, rhythmic figure occurs re-
peatedly. ...

2. If a phrase begins with a pick-up note,
others may begin likewise.

3. Sometimes the rhythm of the entire phrase
is repeated.

4. Phrases often go in pairs (6-5, p. viii).

Moving the hand and forearm in the pattern of the

conventional conductor's beat will help the child to know

where he is in the measure and to give him a frame against

which the note patterns can make rhythmic sense (16-5,

p. vii).

Grade Six

In the sixth grade attention should be given to unusual

rhythmic patterns (2-6, p. 2). The sixth grade child

should exhibit understanding of meter and rhythmic rela-

tionships and be able to maintain complex rhythmic patterns

independently when playing on melody or percussion instru-

ments (4-6, p. xvi).

Nye and Nye recommend that fifth and sixth grade

students acquire

Mastery of all rhythmic skills taught in kinder-
garten through the fourth grade.

Ability to dramatize work songs and ballads.
Increased skill in moving to and in reading the

notation of more complex rhythm patterns.
Some creative interpretation of music's feel-

ings and structure through movement.
Understanding syncopation through movement and

through use of percussion instruments (22, p. 99).
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Responding to Rhythmic Stimuli

"Children should be taught to feel rhythm using the

body as a whole (13, p. 109)." For free bodily rhythmical

expression, the child must be able to use his entire body

and express himself by the movements of the large muscles.

Rhythmic experiences demand space (5, p. 144). It is ad-

visable, therefore, that teachers use the large areas in

the school: music center, gymnasium, playground (18, p. 6).

Before children can make suitable responses they must

learn to listen in order that they may feel the rhythm and

express their feeling in some satisfactory way. Rhythmic

consciousness is developed through much experience in

physical response (11, p. vii). Every opportunity should

be given for the children to listen independently and then

interpret the music for themselves. In this way they will

develop the power of close attention to music that is es-

sential if they are to respond rhythmically (11, p. 9).

There are a number of ways in which to introduce

rhythm. Rhythm may be introduced through the tic-toc of

a clock. Composer's names and children's names may be

set to these tic-tdcs (20, p. 90). "The use of word-

rhythms is an excellent simple and natural way to intro-

duce rhythmic response. There is rhythm to be discovered

in the spoken word, and children use and enjoy this rhythm

in their play (22, p. 75)." Echo-clapping is one way to
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introduce rhythmic instruction. Normal school age child-

ren have the physical coordination to do it with ease

(22. pp. 71-72).

The Children who find it difficult to respond

accurately to the rhythmic pattern of the song should

participate often with those who have a strong feeling for

the rhythm and respond correctly. A student who is weak

in his response to rhythm needs a great deal of this type

of experience, for it is easy and enjoyable, and will teach

him to relax and gain control of his muscles so that he

can follow' the steadily recurring pulsations of the music.

The acquisition of muscular control will result in a pos-

itive improvement in the poise and self-assurance of the

pupil (11, p. 2).

The free, uninhibited, and untaught rhythmic
actions of children are virtually unlimited in
scope and variety. Running and walking, skip-
ping and tripping, trotting and galloping, hop-
ping and jumping, pushing and pulling, bending,
and swaying, patting and stroking, beating and
banging, rising and falling, creeping and crawl-
ing, twisting and turning, rolling and tumbling --
these are only a beginning of basic themes upon
which children improvise endless variation
(24, Vol. 1., p.563).

Hood and Schultz (11) suggest ways to develop rec-

ognition of and response to accents in music:

1. Swinging arms, pendulum fashion.
2. Pushing both hands downward on strong beats

and bringing them upward on each weak beat.
3. Say the word "strong" with every heavy,

accented beat, and the word "weak" with the
light, unaccented beats, while physically
responding as in 1 and 2.
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While the students are learning to recognize and

respond to accented and unaccented beats in music, action

songs which emphasize these accents through movements

are very helpful (11, p. 108). For action songs which

require strenuous movement the class may be divided; one

half of the group singing the song; the other half ex-

pressing the "action" or rhythmic movement. This will

help to insure good tone production on such songs (11,

p. 2).

Folk games in which the measure signature
is 6/8, 9/8, or 12/8 are invaluable as a means
of developing sure and accurate muscular response
to this kind of rhythm. Such games also increase
the feeling for the division of the beat into
three parts ( TT ) instead of the two parts
( ~ ) which have been used so extensively
(11, p. 163).

"Folk dances are usually very suitable for the experience

of responding to like and unlike phrases because the

short melodies permit much repetition of the phrases in

a natural manner (1, pp. 83-84)."

Free creative rhythmic experience is important. If

the teacher is able to adapt her playing at the piano

easily, a good type of activity is to ask one child to

cross the room in the way he would like to move. As he

does so, the teacher fits the rhythm of her playing to

his movement so that the music expresses his actions

(16-1, p. viii).
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"As soon as children are able to distinguish easily

between the natural rhythms suggested by the music they

hear, and are able to show this by rhythmic response, they

are ready to proceed to the use of music in which the

rhythms change without warning (11, p. 37)."

Mary Helen Richards suggests that children move to

the beat as they chant rhymes. She lists the following

steps to foster rhythmic awareness, using songs children

know:

1. Sing the song together.
2. Think the song and step the beat.
3. Think the song, step the beat, and feel the

accent of the metric group by bending their
knees.

4. Think the song, step the beat, feel the ac-
cent, and clap the rhythmic pattern of the
words.

5. Think the song; step the beat; feel the
metric accent; clap the rhythmic pattern
of the words; and turn to the right with
the first phrase, to the left with the second
phrase, to the right with the third, etc.

6. Sing the song, step the beat, feel the metric
accent, clap the rhythmic pattern of the words,
and turn the phrases.

7. For a difficult but challenging variation,
clap the beat, step the rhythmic pattern, and
turn the phrases (25, p. 8).

. . . children may learn to follow the sequential
flow of the rhythm of the melody as they:

1. Design the longer and shorter sounds with
their hands.

2. Describe them using the words long and short.
3. Observe and follow the music from a large

experience chart or chalkboard written in
blank notation or in staff notation.

4. Follow the score in music books, and observe
the notation of music in which the rhythm
of the melody is:
A. The same for each phrase.
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B. Identical for two phrases and contrast-
ing for a third.

C. Identical for two or three phrases and
contains silences indicated by rests
(8, pp. 17-19).

To help develop concentration and steady rhythm a

rhythmic sequence of four to eight measures may be writ-

ten on the chalkboard, or a song from the books may be

used. The notes should be read rhythmically, either like

a round or a canon, by rows or tables.

Unless pupils can recognize and respond to music

played using and a

notes promptly and accurately, they are not yet prepared

for the association of these rhythms with their notation

(11, p. 89). When children observe and study notation, it

may help if they apply these experiences: walk to quar-

ter ( 4 ), run to eighth ( 4 ), and walk slowly or pause

to hal (4 ), dotted half ( 4. ) and whole ( a ) notes

(23, p. 83).

Nusic for walking activities should include only

selections in 2/4, 3/4, or 4/4 measure, in which the mel-

ody consists almost entirely of quarter notes (11, p. 28).

Running music should be confined to 2/4, 3/4, or 4/4

measure in which the melody consists almost entirely of

eighth notes (11, p. 29). Music for skipping usually has

one of the following beat groups or patterns predominating

in the melody:
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a. in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 measure.

b.. or infast 6/8, 9/8,

or 12/8 measure (11, pp. 31-32).

Teaching Meter Signature Significance

"Meter is the grouping together of rhythmic pulses

by means of regular, or fairly regular, accents or stres-

ses." To find the meter:

"1. Tap the basic pulse of the composition.

2. Find the measure accent, thus determining the

meter of the composition.

3. Clap the pulse, emphasizing the measure

accent (7, pp. 34-35)."

When beginning work on meter signature, if the child-

ren inquire about the lower number, explain that the lower

number 4 stands for the quarter note. The upper number

really tells us how many notes of the kind indicated fl

ihe lower number will be needed to fill a measure (11,

p. 121) .

It is essential to rhythmic progress that children

discover that some beats in music are stronger than others,

and that each measure includes one strong beat and one or

more weak beats (11, p. 101).

In music, beats are represented by note symbols,
any one of which may denote one beat. These same
symbols may also have more or less than the dura-
tion value of a single beat, but for the present we
need only recognize that any one of them may be used
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to represent a single beat. They are time symbols,
and do not represent any particular sound, high or
low, until they are placed on a music staff (17, pp. 5,
6).

it should be pointed out to pupils that the half note

and the eighth note may at times be the beat notes. Many

songs are printed with a 3/4 measure signature which

should be played and sung at a fast enough tempo that

the students will feel one beat in a measure instead of

three (11, p, 172). Attention needs to ba called to the

fact that in many songs printed in 4/1 measure the beat

note is actually the half note ( j ), with two beats to

the measure. There are examples of music in 2/4 measure

which move so slowly that the measure feeling is actually

quadruple: four beats to the measure, the eighth note

( J ) being the beat note (11, p. 173).

... in 6/8 measure, there are usually two beats
in each measure and not six. Much confusion will
result later if the class is taught that the upper
number of the measure signature indicates the num-
ber of beats in the measure and that the lower
indicates the kind of note that gets one beat.
This should not be emphasized. Rather it is impor-
tant to call attention to the fact that the upper
number indicates how many notes of the kind denoted
by the lower figure, or the equivalent, will be
needed to fill a measure (11, p. 121).

Three tones equal in value may occupy a beat.
Since there is no note-symbol indicating a third-
of-a-beat value, a makeshift is used. Three notes
are grouped together by a curved line or bracket
which encloses a small figure 3, over or under the
group fl . This 3-note group is called a triplet.
Each noteof the triplet equals a third-of-a-beat
(17, p. 108).
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Only music in 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8 measures should be

used for studying music in which the 4. is used as the

beat note. The teMpo should be rapid (11, p. 156). It

is apparent on hearing and on looking at songs in 9/8 and

12/8 where the tempo is rapid, that the rhythmic patterns

are the same as those in 6/8 measure, with 4l as the

beat unit (11, p. 161).

Application of measure bar and meter signature:

(1) The teacher writes on the chalkboard a familiar

melody in 2/4, 3/4, or 4/4, without measure bars or

measure signature. (2) The children sing the song with

words, indicating the accented or strong notes as they sing.

Show the "strong notes" by putting an accent mark, ?

or the letter S over the proper notes in the melody on

the chalkboard. (3) When all the "strong notes" have been

located and properly marked, some pupil puts in the

measure bars, one immediately preceding each strong beat.

When a phrase begins on an accented beat the first bar

line is omitted. A double bar, indicating the conclusion

of the song, is placed at the end of the second phrase.

(4) The children notice that three quarter notes fill a

measure in the song. The figure 3 is written in the

two upper spaces, just before the first note of the

first phrase, Some pupil writes the figure 4 in the two

lower spaces, indicating that three quarter notes are

required to fill a measure (11, pp. 121-122).
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Teaching Dotted Note Rhythms

Much of the music sung, played, and heard has the

dotted-quarter note ( .. ) as the beat unit. It is im-

portant for pupils to learn to recognize this type of

rhythmic pattern (11, p. 156). Real understanding of the

. 4 figure requires that the two notes 4. and J be

learned together (11, p. 147). Rhythms of phrases from

familiar songs in which the figure 4. t occurs, may be

sung from memory and the rhythmic pattern written on the

board by the pupils or on plain paper at the desks (11,

p. 149).

Unfamiliar songs in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 measure using

J J' and other familiar patterns may be read rhythmic-
ally with the class clapping the notes. It frequently helps

students to coordinate voice and movement if they chant

some neutral syllable, such as tah, with each note (11,

p. 148). Further experience in recognizing the 4' 41

figure can be gained through the use of piano music which

the children hear but do not see. Songs may also be used

(11, p. 153).

Music in 2/2, 3/3, 4/2, or / measure can seldom be

used for studying the rhythmic figure 4- 4 , since the

beat note is usually ci ,and the figure to be studied,

4a , becomes the combination used for skipping,

similar to JT9 when 4 is the beat note. Music in 3/8,

4/8, 6/8, or 12/8 measure must not be used for studying

the rhythmic figure 1. 4' , since the quarter note is
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not the beat note in these measures. Music in which the

quarter note is the unit of beat, probably in 2/4, 3/4,

and 4/4 or C measure, must be used in learning the rhythmic

figure . I (11, p. 145).

Procedure for teaching as suggested by Hood

and Schultz (11).

1. The class sings from memory a song containingJ .
2. Children clap, one clap for each note sung.
3. Pupils realize by ear and by muscular feeling

that some of the music for certain words was
"uneven," "jerky," etc.

4. Action is repeated with books open.
5. Children discover that music in uneven places

includes J- 1A in each case.
6. Pupils notice as they clap again that they

always have an inclination to give an extra
swing or sway between the long note, 4,,
and the short note, J4 . They are already
familiar with other dotted notes through

JW~~ and J. and can be expected to
recognize that 4. will be of longer duration
than 4 . It is a natural impulse to give
an extra swing or sway between J. and .

7. Capitalize on this natural impulse and have
the class develop a definite feeling for J. .,

8. The sound of the clapping is essential to the
development of ability to recognize by ear the
uneven rhythmic pattern of J. Oh.

9. A silent swing is vital to sustain muscular
feeling for regular beats.

To quote Hood and Schultz:

No study need be made of the mathmatical value
of the dotted-quarter and eighth note group. ...If
the ear and muscles are trained to recognize and
produce such rhythms when seen by the eye, the in-
tellectual understanding will follow as a natural
result for those children who are capable of acquir-
ing it (11, pp. 146-147).

It may help the group in thinking of 6/8 measure
as duple or two-beat measure to consider the J. as
the walking note, i-f as the running notes, and
J I as the skipping notes, while J. is the two-

beat note (11, p. 158).
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It is important that the pupils compare the use
of the eighth note in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 measures,
where theeare the two running notes, to a beat (JD),
with the use of the eighth note in 6/8 measure,
where there are three running notes ( JJ) to one
beat. Understanding of this fact is essential to the
development of skill and abilitY to read music in
6/6, 9/8, -and 12/8measures - (11, pp. 156-1-59)

Measures of typical rhythmic patterns with
6/8 as the measure signature can be put on the
board for recognition by the class. These measures
may be read in several different ways. (a) Clap-
ping, (b) Rhythm instruments, (c) Chanting -- as
pupils clap they can also chant to these notes,
using a neutral syllable. Vocal response insures
the ability to reproduce notation vocally, (d)
Flash cards. Children's songs in their music books
may also be used for these activities. Songs can
also be read rhythmically with words (11, pp. 159-
161).

No mathematical study of the function of the dot

after the half note need be made when the dotted half is

first presented (11, p. 92). Music used to develop an

understanding of dotted half notes should be in 3/4

measure. There should be little else in the right-hand

melody line than dotted half notes (11, p. 68).

Teaching Rest Values

Shanet (26) recommends that rest values, through'the

sixty-fourth rest, be learned after note values, while

Kanzell (14) suggests that rests from the whole rest

through the thirty-second rest be introduced collectively

with the notes of qual value.

To introduce the rest the teacher may sing a song

including a rest at the end of a phrase, the children should

discover that there is one silent beat at the end of the
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phrase and learn to know that the sign is equal to a walk-

ing note, but silent (11, p. 97).

Responding to Accents

Hood and Schultz discuss response to accents in music.

"Each selection and song should have a very definite, clear,

natural accent which says either 'one, two', or 'one, two,

three', or 'one, two, three, four.' The 'one' beat should

be played with a stronger accent than the other beats.

...Each selection must be confined to one kind of measure

(11, p. 101)2'

Teaching Syncopation

Syncopation is a rhythmic device in which the
normal feeling of weight on strong beats or the
strong part of a beat is altered. Syncopations are
achieved:

(a) by omitting strong beats.
(b) by omitting strong parts of beats.
(c) by tying from a weak beat into a strong beat.
(d) by tying from a weak part of a beat into a

strong part of a beat.
(e) by putting a long note, which has a feeling

of weight, on a weak beat. ...
In performing syncopated patterns make a slight

accent on the normally unaccented beat or weak part
of the beat. Always feel the pulse strongly so that
the syncopation can be effective. If the syncopation
is within parts of beats ...the pulse should be
thought of in subdivisions (7, pp. 168, 169).

Developing Sensitivity to Tempos

One important aid to a satisfactory and developmental

experience in rhythm is the proper tempo. Proper tempo,
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according to Myers (21), is the rate of speed at which a

particular activity can be carried on freely and vigorously.

An effective method of keeping tempos constant is to

tap out a few beats before the exercise begins with the

suggestion "sing about this fast (11, p. 197)."

Since quarter notes are most frequently used
as the beat notes, they set the tempo or rate of
speed, better than other notes. Therefore it is
suggested that the rhythmic sequences always change
from 4 to J and not from J or Jp to e l
However, it is possible to change satisfactorily
from the longer notes such as to skips and runs,
without the quarter note ( 4 ) coming in between
(11, p. 74).

Teaching Auditory Perception

In the early stage of musical development when

giving dictation a preliminary hearing of the problem

followed by discussion of and agreement on the type of

meter, type of beat, available meter signatures, and

number of measures, will be effective (19, p. 49).

To quote Gary:

As preliminary perceptual experiences the
children should have the opportunity to:

1. Listen to the sound of a beat and identify
it.

2. Listen to the sound of regular beats and
identify them.

3. Listen to the sound of regular beats in
sets and the accents that separate them,
identifying the groupings of the beats.

4. 'Listen to patterns of sounds that are the
result of longer and shorter time values,
describing and identifying them (8, p. 12).

Gary also says:

After listening, singing, playing, and moving
to the song the children will:
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1. Compare the pulse (beat) with the rhythm
of the melody through blank notation as
the song is performed.

2. Identify the meter selected to write this
song in music notation.

3. Assist the teacher in changing blank no-
tation to music notation.

4. Clarify and name thermathematical relation-
ships of the time values by comparing them
to a division of the whole into halves as
studied in mathematics.

5. Study the complete notation of the song from
an experience chart.

6. Follow the score in their music books (8,
p. 29).

"Some music writing should be included in almost

every lesson. The goal is to combine listening, reading,

writing, and singing activities so that the children are

given several approaches to each new rhythm and each new

interval (25, p. 42)."

Following the writing of the rhythmic patterns
in familiar songs, the class may be given an oppor-
tunity to discover and write the phrase rhythms of
a few unfamiliar, simple songs as they are presented
by The teacher. ...It will be necessary for the
teacher to sing the song over and over again while
the pupils are discovering the different kinds of
notes and writing them (11, p. 131).

The teacher may demonstrate how a song may be written

in several different ways, according to the measure signa-

ture and the unit of beat. The pupils select another song

and write it either on the board or on paper, using as the

beat unit a note which is different from the one in their

books (11, pp. 171-172).

The rhythmic patterns of phrases from familiar
songs can be written by part of the group while the
others sing from memory. ...It will usually help
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the pupils as they try to hear all the notes clearly
if they clap lightly with each word or syllable as
they sing. Then they should write the rhythm pattern
they have heard and choose the correct measure sig-
nature (11, p. 162).

Each student may make up short rhythmic patterns of

six to ten notes in length, similar to patterns he has

already studied, and dictate his patterns to the class,

first announcing the value of the pulse note (7, p. 4).

In listening selectively for characteristic
rhythmic patterns within the beat, the student will
need to be clearly aware of the sound for which he
is listening and to feel the tempo so as to move
across the disgrammed measures in time with the
established beat. Two preliminary drills are rec-
ommended: first, establish the tempo and say the
rhythmic pattern in question several times in
tempo, second, count the beats out loud while tap-
ping the corresponding places on the diagram. As
soon as he has gained sufficient proficiency the
student may discard these preliminaries (19, p. 24).

Practicing Rhythmic Studies

When practicing it is wise to take each exercise at

a pace that will give most of the class time to hear

mentally befor singing or playing. Benward (1) says

that before children sing any exercise they should first

sing the rhythm on a neutral pitch, then clap the meter

and finally sing the pitches with the rhythm.

Fish and Lloyd (7) suggest that rhythmic studies

be done in two parts or as a rhythmic canon.

Two-part Rhythmic Drills
1. Half the class taps the upper part while the

other half claps the lower part. Reverse parts.
2. As a duet for two soloists.
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3. Tap the upper part with the right hand and the
lower part with the left hand. Reverse parts.

4. in doing (1) and (3) have a class member conduct
the performance and make corrections.

Reading Unfamiliar Rhythm Patterns

Songs used for reading rhythms in unfamiliar songs

should contain only the rhythmic combinations of note and

rest values with which the pupils have had experience

thus far (11, p. 133).

When children open their books to an unfamiliar song

start with an introductory survey of the rhythm notation:

How many kinds of notes are there in the song?
What kinds of notes do you see?
Are there any rests?
Can you find two phrases or lines which contain
the same combination of notes or rhythmic pat-
terns (11, p. 134)?

Hood and Schultz (11) list ways of reading rhythms

in unf ailiar music:

1. Bodily response (step the rhythm).
2. Reading words of phrases in the rhythm

of their notation.
3. Reading phrase rhythms with a neutral syllable.
4. Playing phrase rhythms.

Hooper lists skills and concepts related to the

ability to sight sing rhythms in unfamiliar music:

(a) Ability to determine meter aurally;
(b) Ability to identify familiar rhythmic patterns-
(c) An understanding of the difference between

meter and rhythm;
(d) An understanding of the rhythmic organization

by measure;
(e) An understanding of the relative duration of

the various note values;
(f) Ability to interpret the time signature (12,

p. 119).
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Special Materials and Equipment

Numerous devices are employed by music educators in

the teaching of rhythmic sight singing.

Children may draw loops to show strong and weak beats.

(9, p. 31)

Fig. 2--Loops showing strong and weak beats

As the children listen to songs or instrumental
selections they may indicate the accented or unaccented
beats on the chalk board with long and short marks like
these:

Duple measure 1 1 II

Triple measure 1 1 II I

Quadruple measure I i lilt il tIInI

(11, p. 109)

Fig. 3--Marks indicating accented

and unaccented beats
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Many teachers consider colored scarves, ribbons,

balloons, jumping ropes and balls a necessary part of

rhythmic equipment. A piuao and a phonograph in good

condition, an ample supply of suitable mutic and

recordings, and some rhythm instruments are essential

(23, p. 73).

"To give variety it is sometimes desirable to use

a rhythm instrument instead of the piano. The teacher

can easily sound a series of walking, skipping, or

running tones on the drum, while the children respond

through movement (11, p. 36)."

Instruments that rattle or jingle when shaken are

best for skipping: tambourines, rattles, shakers, cas-

t aets, clogs, etc.; for running, the tinkling instru-

ments: triangles, cymbols struck very lightly, orchestra

bells, etc.; for walking, heavier percussion: drums, rhythm

sticks, wood blocks (11, pp. 41-42). Only children who

are capable of producing a clear and accurate rhythmic

pattern on an instrument should be permitted to provide

the rhythm for the class to follow (11, p. 41).

"Duration, volume, accents, tempo and mood are felt

and responded to more directly and more freely when the

accompanying instrument is not only easy to manipulate

but close kin to clapping hands, snapping fingers, tap-

ping feet, and moving bodies (24, p. 84)."
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Most classes enjoy playing music including using

drums. Children play the notes on their drums, striking

only once for but indicating the dot by an extra silent

swing away from the drum, followed by the sound for the

eighth note. Only one sound for each note (11, pp. 147-148).

"The gong is especially effective for giving a

clearer understnading of the long notes and their two-

beat, three-beat, or four-beat length (11, p. 70)."

Children, as they become familiar with the
notes, will enjoy having certain members of the
class point to groups of notes to which other
pupils are to respond. This activity can be
worked out sometimes in the form of a rhythmic
"spelldown," allowing each child to continue as
long as he makes accurate response (11, p. 93).

Measures or short phrases can be put on
flash cards, but each phrase should be a complete
little rhythmic sequence including in 2/4,
3/4, or 4/4 measure. The class is divided in
the same manner as for a spelldown. The leader
shows a flash card and indicates how the rhythm
is to be read: "clap it," "chant it" (tah, tah,
etc.), or "play it on the drum." Anyone ~raing
a mistake takes his seat, until.a winner is left
undefeated (11, p. 149).

The tachistoscope is a slide projector with a flash

meter attached for flashing images on the screen for

from several seconds to one one-hundredth second.

Christ (6) says that inefficient readers become

efficient readers after training withatachistoscope.

In an experimental study he found that ten hours of

tachistoscope-metronome drill on rhythm patterns was

responsible for extremely significan t gains in reading

ability.



Hammer (10) reports that tachistoscopic training

is an efficient technique for developing visual skills,

for promoting instant response to visual stimuli, and

for increasing the speed of the flash and the, amount of

material to be perceived.

Summary

Movement plays an important role in the child's

understanding of music. From the first grade through

the sixth grade pupils should be taught to feel and

understand rhythm. By the end of his elementary school

training the child should have developed- the ability

to respond to rhythmic stimuli, an understanding of

meter signature significance, an understanding of dotted

note rhythms, an understanding of rest values+ -the ability

to respond to accents, an understanding of syncopation,

sensitivity to tempos, aural perception ability. Prac-

tice of rhythmic studies will usually lead to the ability

to read unfamiliar rhythm patterns.

Large areas of the school's physical plant should

be used for teaching rhythmic movement. Children must

learn to listen before they try to interpret music

through movement. Word-rhythms, chanting rhymes, and

echo-clapping are good activities to introduce rhythmic

responses. Folk games, folk dances and free creative

rhythmic experiences are important activities. After
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children have learned to respond physically to basic

note values and rhythmic patterns which they hear, they

are ready to associate these rhythms with their notation.

Dictation is important to musical development. Some

music writin0 should be included in almost every lesson.

Rhythmic equipment includes such items as: chalkboard,

colored scarves, ribbons, ballons, jumping ropes, balls,

piano, phonograph and recordings, rhythm Instruments,

flash cards, and tachistoscope.
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CTPTER III

TIHE MELODIC ASPECTS OF SIGHT SINGING

The foundation is laid for sight singing in the

elementary school. Concepts learned in the first grade

serve as a basis for second grade work; second grade

iork serves as a basis on which third grade work is

ruilt; third grade material serves as a basis for

fourth grade ork; fourth for fifth; and fifth for

sixth. It is irportant that the child master the

concepts at each grade level on which the next year's

music study is built. This responsibility rests with

the music teacher.

It is necessary for the music teacher to know at

what grade level to introduce and to practice the

various aspects of melodic sight singing. Many leaders

in the field of music education have written on this

subject. There seems to be general agreement among them

as to which concepts bdong at each grade level.

Graded Sequence of Objectives

for Melodic Development

"When organizing his classes, the music teacher

should be guided largely by the continuum as a whole,

53
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...for growth in music reading is the result of logical,

organized musical experiences (24, p. 95)." The following

sequence of objectives for melodic development , arranged

by grade, are merely indications of work which might be

accomplished at that level.

Grade One

First grade children should be taught to hear, identify

and verbalize upward and downward movements of tones in a

melody or in a pattern of tones (66). First graders should

have "...introductory experiences with a variety of visual

symbols for the upness and downness of pitch, including

notation (66, p. vi)." They should respond to melodic

direction with appropriate bodily movement.

"The physical sensing of pitch can be taught in the

first and second grades by having the pupils move their

hands in the air as the melodic curve rises or falls (45,

p. 151)."

During the first year of music study children should

see music on a chart or in a book. They should learn to

associate line notation and contour lines with melodic

direction. During the first year pupils may be expected

to reveal awareness of up-down-same in reproducing

melodic patterns on melody instruments. They should read

nd play simple melodies from number notation and match

on melody bells the tones which they hear or sing.
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In the first year children should be taught to

recognize the exstence of music symbols and begin to

associate musical movement with notation. They should

learn to identify phrases as same-different by studying

notation.

The authors of Makin Music Your Ov2 list the fol-

lowing objectives for firs t grade;

Become aware of high and low.
Become aware of melodic contour.
Discover the "yoo hoo" interval "by ear"

and visually.
Outline nielodic contour.
Hear tonal relationship of 3-2-1-1 or

mi-re-do-do and play the pattern "by ear."
Hear the tonal relat ionship of 1-2-3-4-5

or do-re-mi-fa-sol and play the pattern "by
ear."

Think out tonal patterns "by ear."
Hear tonal relationship of 3-3-2-1 or

mi-mi-re-do and play the pattern "by ear."
Hear the tonal relationship of 8-7-6-5-

7-8 or do-ti-la-sol-la-ti-do and play the
pattern "by ear."

Play variations of the teaching chant
(5-3-6-5-3) "by ear."

Hear the tonal relationship of 5-3-6 or
sol-mi-sol and play the pattern "by ear."

Hear the tonal relationship of 1-1-6-5-
4-3-2-1 or do-re-mi-re-do and play the
pattern "by ear (36-Teacher's Edition I,
pp. 148-151)."

Grade Two

In the second year children should work toward

Developing reading readiness through the
use of books whileilearning a song; seeing the
notation of the song while hearing and singing
it phrase by phrase, usually one phrase per staff
on the page; using hand levels while singing the
tone names; picturing the contour of a- melody by
using hand levels; playing short tunes of bells,
thus connecting sound level with space in prepara-
tion for accurate reading of notation (37, p. xxiv).
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Syllables may be introduced in tonal patterns in the

second grade, if the patterns were used often as tone

calls throughout the first and second grades. Children

should understand the staff before syllables and/or

numbers are introduced. After the staff is understood

pupils may be presented with the keynote or homee tone

and the scale.

In presenting number names and letter names of

notes use a step-wise approach through a song. The fol-

lowing illustration might help the students to understand

the step-wise concept.

R

D-

C

(61-2, p.24)

Fig. 4--Example of stair-steps to aid

in teaching step-wise concept
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The second grade child may be expected to develop a

feeling for the tonic chord. He should learn to identify

high and low tonal centers. In the second year pupils

should discover the interval of the octave 1 by ear" and

visually. He should be led to hear t he tonal relation-

ship of 1-2-3-2-1 or do-re-mi-re-do.

In the second year the students may be expected to

acquire some ability to associate symbols of musical

notation with musical concepts. Pupils should begin to

use notation as an aid to listening, perforiming, and

creating. At this level children may be taught to iden-

tify a phrase of a song by its notation and to think out

a tune "by ear."

Children in the second grade should learn to recog-

nize the major and minor scaes as tonalities. They

should aiso learn to sing from notation simple tonal

patterns which move by steps or skips.

Mary Helen Richards lists music reading objectives

for second grade:

Intervals are "danced" to facilitate read-
ing and hearing intervals. Octaves are introduced.

By the end of the second year children
should know ordinary musical terms such as:
downbeat, intervals, rhythmic patterns, beat,
bar lines, staff, meter, phrase, etc.

Be able to follow musical directions
effectively, so that they can learn new music
quickly and accurately.

Be well acquainted with the tone relation-
ship of the pentatonic scale.

Be able to figure out notated tunes and
sing them accurately (as long as they do not
depart from the pentatonic range). There may
,till be difficulties in reading at sight, but
the foundation has been laid and further practice
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is all that is needed for the development of
reading excellence.

Be able to sing rounds and conons in
several parts eith ease (54, P. 97).

Grade Three

Some music educators say that independent sight

reading is begun in the third grade. "Recent music

texts published for elementary school children see

to indicate that reading usually begins at the third

or fourth grade level (28, p. 118)."

Most third grade classes can learn to recognize

and sing the tonic chord, scale patterns ascending and

desCending, repeated notes and the interval of the third.

Mary Helen Richards writes that by the end of the third

grade children should have been introduced to key sig-

natures and accidentals, one sharp and one flat will

have been added to the students' knowledge, sounds of

major and tinor should have been introduced and the

student should be able to read the complete major dia-

tonic scale (54, pP. 114, 120, 128).

T h e authors of Ekploring Music claim that during the

third grade the chil-d

Is acquiring ability to associate symbols
of music notation with musical concepts.

Plays famiiliar-' melodies on bells and piano
by ear and by scale numbers.

is sensitive to t he existence of combined
tones as he listens to the various lines of an

ac c ompaniment.
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Shows his consciousness of combined tones
by improvising accompaniments for pentatonic
melodies.

Demoftstrates his knowledge and under-
standing of scale-line and chord-line melodic
patterns by using them in his own melodies.

Recognizes the major, minor, or pentatonic
scales when improvising melodies (7-TE3, pp. xvi,
xvii).

Grade Four

Fourth grade children should be doing independent

reading of new material.

"Since experienced sight-readers of music are known

to depend in large part upon their instant recognition

of the interval relationship of the notes they see, it

is believed that an understanding of intervals should be

developed in grades four, five, and six (50, p. 307)."

Classes learn to recognize and sing these
tonal patterns with increasing fluency: tonic
chord ascending and descending scale patterns,
repeated notes, chromatic intervals, intervals
of a third, fourth, fifth, sixth and octave;
in part songs, intervals of thirds and sixths
and independent voice motion (65, p. 11).

Children should be taught to use their knowledge of

sequence as an aid to music reading.

Ear training is important to the development of good

sight singers. In the fourth year children should take

dictation.

Ear training, in the form of first playing
and singing the suggested tune and rhythm
patterns, then hearing them played (by the
teacher or another child) and writing them down,
will help fix a. vocabulary of musical groupings
in the minds of the children. In playing tune
patterns for ear training be sure that the
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patterns feeling of key in which they are to be
played is well established. Sound the home tone
(do-1) and sing or play: do, mi, sol, mi, do (1,
3,5,3,1) (61, p. viii).

Grade Five

Fifth grade students should be able to sing most

simple songs at sight.

"Selective use of numbers and singing names for the

purpose of giving additional support to eye-ear imagery

is continued in grade five but to a lesser extent. From

now on they are applied to unusual intervals and to less

familiar phrase patterns (51, p. 144)."

Chromatic intervals and intervals with emphasis on

the skip approach -- do, so, ti, la, so, ti, la -- are

studied in the fifth year. Transposition is introduced

and keyboard relationships are emphasized. Modes, major

and minor scales, including the harmonic, melodic, ait

natural minors, should be studied in grade five. Pupils

should also become aware of the whole-tone scale.

Grade Six

In the sixth grade children should be aware of

modulation. Harmony is presented in a manner intended

to broaden and extend the pupil's reading ability. Three

parts are used. "Chord work, using the progressions as

found below, may be given: I, IV, I, V, I, I, V, TV, I7 ,

I, I, IV, I (48, p. 176)."

The authors of Exploring Music summarize reasonable

requirements of music reading for the sixth grade pupil:
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Possesses a functional knowledge of
notational symbols.

Is gaining independence in using notation
as an aid to listening, performing, and
creating.

Recognizing music as being primarily
homophonic or polyphonic by studying
notation.

Recognizes patterns in melody as
moving by sca]eline, chord-line sequence.

Identifies major and minor chord
sounds.

Exhibits knowledge of chord progressions
when playing accompaniments.

Performs accompaniments on autoharp
and/or piano by reading chord symbols.

Improvises a harmonizing part to familiar
songs vocally and/or instrumentally, showing
understanding of chord progression and
structure.

Experiments with secondary chords or
chords built on intervals other than the
third d when creating original compositions.

Realizes the possibilities of chords
based on intervals other than the third.

Analyzes part songs in terms of chord
structure and harmonic intervals.

Shows awareness of harmonic relation-
ships by singing two- and three-part
homophonic or polyphonic songs, understanding
the harmonic relationship of tones.

Interprets key signature and establishes
tonality.

Establishes tonality for songs in major
or minor by playing chords on autoharp, bells,
or piano.

Identifies the tonality of a composition
as major or minor.

Is aware of other kinds of tonal organi-
zation, such as atonality, polytonality.

Experiments vith various kinds of tonal
organizations, including twelve-tone row ard
whole tone, and electronic music.

Plays simple melodies in a variety of
keys on some melodic instrument by ear, as
well as from notation.

Is able to analyze melody in terms of
scale or chord pattern, repetition, contrast,
and sequence.

Reveals understanding of scale structure
by using numbers to sing new melodies.
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Identified common melodic intervals.
Can sing or play simple melodies from

notation.
Sings many melodies independently,

revealing understanding of tonality and
melodic movement (7-TE6, pp. xvi, xvii).

Systems for Teaching Melodic Sight Singing

There are many systems used to teach melodic sight

singing. There are syllable systems of movable "do" and

fixed "do." There are number systems. There are systems

using instruments, intervals, hand signals, letter names

of notes, and colors. Some music educators seem to prefer

no particular system, but choose to ignore the teaching

of sight singing.

Movable Do

Tonic solfege is a method of learning relative

pitches in key, "Tonic" means that the syllables are

related, not to a fixed pitch, but to the tonic of what-

ever major key happens to be in use. Buchanan (8) claims

that solfege is good for the voice because in solfege

the singer has no diphthongs to trap him into unpleasant

nasality. He has no final consonants to stop the flow of

vocal tone. He has a set of initial consonants made with

the tip of the tongue and which tend to develop the natural

forward tongue position so essentially to good singing.

Many music educators believe that pupils of tonic

solfege sing better in tune than oter children. Definite

interval relationship is established in this system, some-

times called the "movable-do" system.
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Syllables have certain advantages, chiefly that they

lend themselves better for singing purposes and that they

have more individuality. The movable syllables can be

used with great advantage in elementary studies, such as

scales, different clefs, intervals, simple modulations.

The authors of DiscoverinE Music Together suggest,

"If you have had no experience singing tone names (either

syllables or numbers), we believe you may find syllables

more singable and certainly not easily confused with other

meanings as is sometimes true with numbers (39, p. xv)."

"Stated briefly, syllable singing is not a device

for finding the tune to a new song so much as it is a

means of feeling at home with tonal relations. We use

them to help children hear, to help them to be more aware

of melodic organization (39, p. xvi)."

Darzas and Jay state:

As established by Kodaly, the syllables
are presented in a special order which has
been designed to develop the ear gradually.
Each sound is presented through a piece cf
music which uses the tonal material under
examination. This is done either through a
very familiar song or through one which is
first taught by imitation (rote) (12, p. 12).

Some music educators approve of using syllables with

qualifications. Mursell writes: "The sol-fa syllables

are neither a fetish nor a bug bear. They should be

used intelligently as a very helpful device for focusing

specific attention, and for the specific training of eye

and ear (45, p. 252)."
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Some are opposed to the use of syllables. Miller

says: "The use of 'movable Do' hinders the cultivation

of the sense of absolute pitch (44, p. 18)."

Jacobsen (30) says that there is a need for a method

in which the Latin syllables are abolished. He says that

the best method could be determined by experimentation.

...not only was the use of the Latin
syllables of no benefit, but it was actually
harmful for the sixth-grade pupils, who sang
the words directly, of a second song, which
contained the same melodic intervals, in
less time and with fewer pauses, errors, and
regressive movements, then the second
singing of the first song, which had been
sung with syllables first and then with
words.

The mature reader required very little
more time for the singing of the words
directly, as compared to the singing of
words after the syllables had been sung,
and the difference was so small as to indi-
cate that there was no benefit in the
syllable-singing (29, p. 288-289).

Fixed Do

The fixed do system is one in which the syllables

correspond to invariable pitches of notes.

Kanzell (33) considers the study of major keys

extremely important including the practice of intbrvals

in major keys, because he uses a fixed do system.

Buchanan (8) states that in teaching fixed do keys

are the first step; the second step is staff. Chords are

introduced very early in teaching fixed do. Much less

time should be spent on scales, as the scales teach how

to step and the triads how to jump and it is easier to

step than jump.
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Numbers

In France the number system is widely used. It is

known as the "Galin-Paris-Cheve" System, a method of

teaching part-singing and part-reading with number 1 for

"do" 2 for "re", 3 for "mi"l, etc., and a zero for silence.

The numerals are used only as graphic symbols. The singing

names are the sol-fa syllables with "do" the fixed pitch,

hence, the "Fixed Do" system.

Miessner says:

Even though the system was advocated by
the French philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau
and -the composer Hector Berlioz, it is
difficult to see how it can help singers to
think and sing precise intervals when the
phonogram "do-mi-so" may represent a major
triad, a minor, and augmented, or a diminished
triad: The number system does not seem
practical. Perhaps it is impractical because
its authors were not practicing music teachers;
Pierre Galin was a doctor, Aime Paris, a
lawyer and Emile Cheve another doctor (43,
p. 42).

Shot advocates the use of numbers: "...it is im-

portant to use terms familiar and useful to students of

our day. It seems logical therefore to use numbers....

(59, p. 11)."

Intervals

The difference in pitch between two tones is called

an interval.

Many musicians who have been trained in
Europe claim that they read by the "Fixed Do"
method, This is a mistaken idea, because
most of them read by intervals, by chord
feeling, and by an acquired knowledge of te
different pitches on the staff. This know-
ledge and skill are only acquired through
much experience (44, p. 18).
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According to Cole:

...the interval method is equal to every
test which can be applied to it. It surely
makes guessing impossible. It demands a
complete mastery of ' at interva3-analysis
which is generally supposed to be a part of
the equipment of every good musician; there-
fore, it cannot be too severe a requirement
to exact from those who propose to become
musicians. It gives the pupil something to
aid his memory of pitch, and, most important
of all, it enables the teacher to follow the
mental processes of his pupils, so that he
is never at a loss to prescribe a remedy for
any difficulty a pupil may encounter.

... sing from note to note, having the
pitch of one note and knowing the interval
to the next. ...Were this system earnestly
adopted, a student might begin his musical
education in childhood and pursue it, even
to the winning of his doctor's degree, with-
out change in his method of music reading.
...As to the learning of absolute pitch --
we do not advocate it, because probably it
is not within the reach of the average
pupil (7, pp. 1 2, 154).

Use of Instruments

The trend toward the instrumental approach to

music reading seems to be gaining momentum. Elliott

says: "By playing as well as singing tonal and rhythmic

groups, the child becomes more vividly aware of music

notation and its meaning (14, p. 110)."

According to the authors of Discovering Music

Together playing the bells is a fascinating way for the

child to make the discovery of pitch differences. "This

process of experimenting with the bells causes the child

to observe tonal relationships and to sense direction of

tonal movement (39, p. ix).t
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Nye writes: 'A mental xylophone stood on end with

the high tones uppermost will give children an eye-sound

picture of high and low as the instrument is played by

the teacher (49, p. 41)."

Heffernan feels that during the early stages of

teaching pitch any reading of pitch notation should

not be limited to reproduction by voice alone, but

should include experience on an instrument of fixed

pitch, such as the organ, the piano, or bells (24,

p. 41).

Miessner claims:

As for the development of the sense of
tonality, the instrumentalist, trained to hear
pitch relates as well as to make motor
resonses to them, develops this feeling with
greater assurance than does the vocalist.
... For the instrumentalist who hears, thinks, and
expresses music, all the relevan t senses of his
organism are occupied and coordinated. The eye
visualizes tones in space, as in keyboards; the
fingers manipulate the tone sources; the ear hears
definite pitches for the inner vocal musculature
to feel as when one manipulates pipes or strings
one is aided to think or express the tones audibly.
... Moreover, the instrumentalist is not confused
by a conflict between the names of tones on his
piano keyboard or string finger board, or the
fingering combinations on woodwinds, and the
letter names of the staff. His instrument
is as constant a source of reference for tones
as tIe rule is to the carpenter, the scales
to the grocer and the pharmacist, or the
watch to the railroad engineer. Consequently,
instrumentalists often become fluent music
readers, vocalists master the art with more
difficulty.

The obvious inference is that all
children in whomv we wish to develop the
art of tonal thinking0 should have constant
access to some instrument or tool of tonal
precision -- a series of independent,
individual, transposable to tone sources in
a space-frame, of which the pi-ano, the organ,
and a set of melody bells are among the best
examples (43, P. 45).
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Carl Orff developed a system of teaching music,

using special instruments. Among these instruments

are the soprano and altoglockenspiel, played with

wooden mallets, and the soprano and alto metallophone,

played with felt-headed mallets. These instruments,

which produce a clear ringing tone, are tuned to the

key of C major.

One of the distinguishing factors of Orffts
Music for Children is the fact that the composer
uses the pentatonic scale (a five-note scale
composed only of whole tones CD,F4 G,A) and
that the bars of these special instruments are
removable so that the beginner can use a few
notes at the start, adding others as he
progresses.

By participating in this ensemble playing,
even in a most elementary way...the student
learns to relate his rhythmic and melodic
patterns to those of the other members of the
group. Thus, in a'pleasurable manner, he
begins to understand the relationship of
rhythm and melody. Once he is at hone with
these patterns, musical notation is introduced
(17, p. 67).

The material in this section seems to indicate

that some educators believe that children's early

musical training should be entirely instrumental with

no attention given to vocal production. Others indi-

cate that instruments are useful aids in teaching

pitch.

Hand S

Darzas and Jay say that the hand signals which they

use are the direct descendants of hand "postures" de-

veloped by John Curbven in 1870. The hand signals provide
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physical reminder of the sound.

European teachers use hand signs to
indicate degrees of the scale, and have
children sing the scale tones "from the
hand." They plan ear-training drills
with this visual method, emphasizing
scale and chord patterns. Hand signs
are also used to assist learning dif-
ficult parts of songs (50, p. 316).

do

~ti
I a

so

fa

~j~Mi

,re

do

(50, p. 316)

Fig. 5--Hand signals

Early in the child's musical experience
he should learn to recognize the contrast
between high and low and to sense the direction
in which a melody moves. This may develop quite
naturally from the teacher's use of hand levels
while the group sings a song in which pitch
differences are obvious. . . .Hand levels are
used by holding the hand flat, palm down, and
moving the level of the hand as the pitch level
of the melody changes (39, p. viii).

Group use of hand levels is useful to express pitch differences.
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Letter Names

The use of letter names for sight singing produces

varying reactions amon0 music educators. Meyers writes:

"Letter names of notes mean nothing to a singer who

does not have instrumental experience and who is start-

ing to learn to read (47, p. 177)." McMillan says that

for the class that is singing, it is awkward to sing

notes by letter names. It is difficult to include the

sharps or flats and it spoils the rhythmic movement.

Yet, without the sharps or flats the sound association

is incorrect (42, p. 178).

Letter names are of value. McMillan discusses

their use.

Letter names are still an important part of the
understanding of the written symbols of music. You
will want to introduce them gradually as children
discover how the key signature "points the way" to
the key tone. You will tell thema that the key tone
has a letter name too. They will need to know this
when you let a child go to the iano or the melody
bells to sound the key tone for the class. So the
letter name will have a functional value. ...As an
increasing number of the children in upper grades
study piano or oh er instruments, they think more
in terms of letter names, so you may want to let
them try singing some songs in this way. For songs
with only one flat or sharp, it will work quite
vell. They can discover for themselves when
singing letter names gets too complicated to be
practical. Singing letter names for scales and
tonic chords and having children play them on
the melody bells or piano are good ways to get
"tuned up" fora new song. Children who are
studying instruments can thus be helped to see
the relationship of letter names to the music
they are singing (42, pp. 178, 179.)

McHose and Tibbs (63) urge the use of the letter

names of the notes. The student is told to think the
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accidental when it appears. This is an adaptation of

the French "Fixed Doh" system (42, p. 2).

Tonal Patterns

dye and Nye explain:

To numbers and syllables I ere has been
added another element: the recognition of
tonal -atterns. With this concept music
reading is taught according to the same prin-
ciples as word reading. When English reading
is taught, the children are guided to recog-
nize at once certain familiar combinations of
letters that are words. Likewise, the
children are taught to recognize in the songs
they sing certain common combinations of notes
(50, p. 307).

Myers advocates that sight singing be taught through

the use of tonal patterns.

A melody, a song, is made up of groups of tones.
The same groups occur time after time in songs.
Sometimes they are identical; some times there are
small variations. ... The sequence is developing a
reader of music out of a singer starts by directing
his conscious attention to and learning to recognize
by ear certain fundamental groups of tones in the
songs he sings. Then, he learns how the symbols
ox these groups appear on the staff. The next
step in his progress is recognizing these same
symbols in an unfamiliar song, remembering their
sound, and producing it (47, p. 178).

Runkle and Eriksen say: "Children can find phrases

which are identical. Songs selected for early reading

experiences should have two or more phrases which are

identical. It is important that the class develop the

habit of looking at an entire phrase at a time, rather

than reading note-by-note (56, p. 158).1

Swanson suggests that tonal patterns be used in

conjunction with syllables.
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Internedia t e-grade pupils who understand the sol-
fa syllables should use them to analyze the melodic
content of new songs. The whole song need not be
sung with syllables if the proper hearing of typical
patterns has been developed. When pupils recognize
a group of ies as a scale line, begininig and
ending at certain levels, they should be able to
tune up in the proper key and hear its sound in the
inner ear. However, when they come upon unfamili ar
fragments...syllables can help them analyze and
sing the troublesome spots (62, pp. 176).

The material in this section seems to indicate that

music educators approve the use of tonal patterns in

teaching sight singing when they are used in conjunction

with another method. The number and syllable systems

seem to be aided when children are taught to observe tonal

patterns.

Miessner Tone Syllables

Miessner explains:

...In an absolute tonal system, g-b-d
will be 'ga-be-dat whatever the mode or key,
or however far remote from the principal key
of C major -- for exa-ple, B major of D flat
major. In the writer's opinion, it is this
irreconcilable conflict between the use of
an oral relative tonal system and the visual
system of a fixed pitch staff notation system
that lies at the root of the trouble most of
us experience in teaching music reading.

Were we to adopt an absolute system of
pitch names for singing, it would be desirable
to use monosyllabic, nonambiguous, euphonious
mnemonics derived from the letter names. In
the key of C for example, the names would read
as follows:

(Car) (may) (bay)
Ca da me fa ga la be Ca

G D E F G A B C
The best sound for sharps would be the

continental pronunciation of the bright vowel
"e" as in "they"; for flats, the darker
vowel "o" as in "no"; and for double flats,
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the vowel too" as in the word "boot." Such
tonal phonetics, consisting of roots or stems
with an initial consonant and a vowel, would
help to identify, exactly, all pitches. Being
monosyllabic, they combine easily into
euphonious melodic configurations, that is,
into motives and figures as, for example,
'Ca-da-me," " da-fe-la," 'me-ga-be;" being
euphonious, they sound agreeable when sung.
They have the further advantage of being in
agreement with the degrees of staff notation
(43, p. 44).

Colors

Weyland notes: "Colors have been used in place of

tone syllables in the sequence as found in the standard

color circle, with violet indicating the first tone of

the scale:

0 C

0

Q)

Q)

*0t'

Q)

>

(67, p. 7)

Fig. 6--Colors indicating the tones of

the scale

Savage tells of another use of color as an aid in

M music reading. A ide brightly colored line -may be

superimposed upon the line or space of the staff which
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represents the key note. In this way pupils can find

"do" immediately, without having to memorize key sig-

natures or remember complicated rules for locating the

tonic (57, p. 91).

Techniques for Teaching the Melodic

Aspects of Sight Singing

Buchanan (8) says that what passes for sight singing

may be more accurately described as sight guessing, with

piano or voice providing a model to be imitated.

Reading demands that the eye muscles be
mature enough to see small but vital differences.
Reading demands an ear mature enough to hear
small but significant differences. Reading
demands a nervous system mature enough to carry
clear signals to the brain; that the brain be
mature enough to sort out, make sense, and
remember what it receives. Reading also demands
that the vocal mechanism be mature enough to
reproduce minute differences in pitch as a
result of the foregoing (32, p. 66).

Music Reading Readiness

Music "reading readiness" should consist of a

musical background somewhat comparable to the speech back-

ground, plus a prepared anticipation of the fun and

adventure of music reading (27, p. 140). Specific tests

exist to measure a student's readiness to begin word

reading; however, no such instrument exists in the field

of music reading. It is presently necessary for the

teacher to estimate the degree of readiness of a child

who is about to begin a music reading program (28, p. 115).
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Behavioral patterns identified by Hooper as being

evidence of music reading readiness include:

(a) Ability to perceive, interpret and evoke
correct response to rhythmic values
indicated by the shape of the notes;

(b) Ability to perceive, interpret, and evoke
correct response to relative note values;

(c) Ability to perceive and interpret the time
signature;

(d) Ability to perceive and interpret relative
pitch;

(e) Ability to perceive musical elements within
the context of the phrase unit; and

(f) Ability to interpret terminology common to
musical notation (28, p. 118).

Music "reading readiness" grows from children's in-

terests. Contributing factors are: building a song

repertoire, developing the ability to recognize familiar

songs when heard, building many tonal patterns into the

tonal singing and recognition vocabulary, building feel-

ing for phrase both tonally and rhythmically (4, p. 49).

Music ReadnCopared to

Language Reading

Myers lists practices fundamental to successful

teaching of language reading adapted to the teaching

of music reading:

1. Treat a group of notes as a sentence.
2. An adequate supply of reading material

on each level of difficulty is needed.
3. The correction of inaccurately sung

tonal groups should be made in the
same way as mispronounced words are
corrected (47, pp. 194-195).

Context clues are those which determine the meaning

of a word by those words or phrases immediately preceding
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or following. SJmilarly in music, the material before

and after a new or unfamiliar note or phrase gives pattern

or meaning to the music (27, pp. 142-143).

Configuration clues are abundant in music. Music

has no definite "meanings" as does speech; it exists in

time, thus having to be remembered. Therefore, it depends

very largely on patterns of configuration. Pattern clues

are not merely repetitive, they are often suggestive and

developmental (27, pp. 143-144).

Reading Material

Content, not size of the area, determines the extent

of recognition; therefore, the reading material for the

immature reader should be very simple, arranged with notes

rather widely separated. Gradually the difficulty of the

reading material should be increased (29, p. 287).

Much of the material now used for developing sight

singing ability is too difficult for immature readers.

There is very little that meets the requirements of simple

rhythm, use of accidental signs, small intervals, special

drill for reading bass clef and music written on ledger

lines, as well as other factors (30, pp. 120-121).

The first melodies which the children read should

contain no leaps. Scale runs are easier to read than

arpeggios; therefore, scale runs should be included in

the reading material for the immature readers. The
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arpeggios may be introduced gradually.

Fewer errors were made in reading scale
runs than in arpeggios, hence scale runs
could be included in material for the
immature reader, and gradually introduce the
arpeggio, written in half notes at first in
order to simplify the rhythm.

The method suggested for development of
the immature reader would demand the writing
of new material, since much of the material
for use in developing sight-reading is too
difficult for the beginners and immature
readers. The results of the study indicate
that the present systems of teaching
reading of music are in need of revision (29,
pp. 287-289).

Rees-Davies teaches: If the stepwise
method is adopted at the beginning then
leaps should be introduced as soon as
possible. ...If this is done early, then
the chordal idea is also established and the
mental effect of the individual notes of the
scale is more clearly felt (52, p. 8).

Reading material should consist of diatonic melodies

at first. Accidental signs should be introduced in

melodies which have small intervals easy to play or

sing. Lieberman (40), Shanet (58), Kanzell (33), and

Jacobsen (30) recommend that accidentals be introduced

alone and given much practice, as accidental signs are

very difficult to read even for the average reader. Only

those which are easy to sing should be included when

introducing the accidental signs.

Earhart says that sight singing ability will be

developed "...only by having the exercises always played

in a musical way, rather than in an expository or coldly

analytical way (13, p. vii)."
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The authors of Discovering Music Together agree with

Earhart, "Use only musical material. If children are

glad they have learned a song, they more readily try to

learn the next one. The more musical the song, the easier

It is to grasp the musical organization and meaning (39,

p. xi).

Teachi Tonality

The first step in the formal teaching of melodic

sigh t singing usually is to help the student to develop

a feeling for tonality. Tonality means that a central

tone is felt to have tones related to it, as in a family.

In order to de t ermine the relationship of the starting

tone you must first find the tonic. Check the key. Find

the scale-degree number of the starting tone, relate it

to the tonic and perform the melody. Always retain the

feeling of tonic.

"Since the first scale step or tonic tone is the

central tone of a key, we learn to sing other tones in

the key by their relationship to, and their feeling of

distance from, that tone (40, p. 18)."

Lieberman writes:

Students frequently assume that a given
key signature automatically means a major key.
This error can be overcome by making a habit
of scaling the melody. Look at the last
melody tone. It is almost invariably the
tonic. Is it the major or relative minor
tonic? Look at the beginning tones. Melodies
in major rarely begin on scale step six, and
such a beginning indicates the minor. Look
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for raised scale tones. Are they the raised
sixth and seventh of the melodic minor?
Look for chord skips (40, p. 97).

Gary suggests:

As an introduction to atonal music,
children can be given the opportunity to
create a tone row using individual resonator
bells. They can then play the "row" on
melody bells and experiment with rhythmic
possibilities. In playing and listening
to the melody that results, they should
become conscious that it is unrelated to
any given center. They should write out
the melody on charts or chalkboards. Works
of composers who have written in this idiom
should be listened to and studied (19, p. 65).

Although early results may be quicker
if the key of C is adhered to at first,
succeeding stages are rendered more dirfi-
cult; ultimately, the most fluent reading
is secured by variety of keys from the
beginning. . . . There is no need for begin-

ners ,to know the full meaning of key
signatures (10, p. i)-

Teaching Scales

Any series of pitches arranged in order of succes-

sively higher or lower tones is called a scale. The

pentatonic scale is used in early singing and reading

experiences. Tf he uinor scale, keys and intervals,

should be introduced and practiced after the major keys

have been mastered. The three forms of the minor scale

should be discussed (40).

Melodic studies may be done in the minor scale.

The melodies may be sung (a) on numbers representing

scale de<rees, (b) on conventional syllables, or (c) on

a neutral syllable.
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Forthingham (18) suggests a progressive order in

scale study: (a) singing, (b) playing from hearing,

(c) writing from memory, and (d) reciting away from the

keyboard or staff.

Teachn Intervals

Children should develop the ability to hear in their

minds the sounds of the various intervals and to use the

proper intervallic names as a foundation for music reading,

according to Gary (19). Barnes (3), in a study of interval

drill, found a high correlation bet ween the ability to

sight sing intervals and the ability to sight sing melody.

Swansom says that the study of intervals should grow

out of the song repertoire and should be identified in

terms of the scale or chord in that particular key (62,

P, 176).

The eyes should become accustomed to measure dis-

tances on the staff so chat recognizing the size of an

interval becomes automatic. In the perfect fourth one

note is on a space, the other on a line, while in the

perfect fifth both notes are on spaces or lines.

Lieberman says: "Both types of melody (older and

contemporary) are best approached with a sure sense of

interval -- the ability to recognize and sing an interval

of any size up or down with assurance (40, p. 22)."
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that each interval should be introduced and then practiced

separately.

Swanson states:

There is no definite order in which the
intervals should be presented, but when a
particular interval in a song arrests
attention, it may be identified and sung in
isolation a few times so that the children
hear its sound and see it in notation (62,
p. 176).

Harris and Sims (22) recommend that intervals should

be introduced in this order: first thirds, then fifths,

octaves, then other intervals. They advise that fourths,

sixths and sevenths be introduced in relation to thirds,

fifths, and octaves. Kanzell (33) feels that intervals

should be introduced in this order: seconds, thirds, fourths,

fifths, sixths, sevenths, and octaves. Each interval is

explained separately and then receives drill and practice

using melodies which involve the interval being studied.

Lieberman explains the octave:

On the piano, play any C and the next C
above it together. They blend so perfectly
that they sound like one tone. The reason
for this is that the string which produced
the upper C vibrates twice as fast as the
string which produces the lower C. This
1:2 relationship between tones is called a
perfect octaveo (40, pp. 14, 15).

Mary Helen Richards says that half steps are diffi-

cult for young children and therefore early training

should eliminate the half tones. "It is necessary to

81
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proceed tery slowly into the use of half steps (54,

p. 120)."

The interval from the fifth scale degree up to the

eighth scale degree is a perfect fourth. From the fifth

scale degree down to the tonic is a perfect fifth (15,

P. 54). If children have difficulty in singing the in-

terval of the perfect fifth, they should mentally insert

the scale tones that fall between the two tones (15,

p. 54). Perfect fourths and fifths should be sung placing

them in key relationships (15, pp. 57-58).

A major third consists of two whole steps. A minor

third consists of a step and a half. If there is any

difficulty in singing thirds in tune, mentally insert

the scale tone that falls between two given tones. Then

proceed to attempt the direc t leap of the third. The

problem becomes one of thinking scale steps (15, p. 23).

Major and rrnor thirds should be sung placing them in key

relationships (15, p. 29)..Melodies from Gregorian chants,

using major and minor seconds and major and minor t hirds

should be sung (15, p. 29).

Flagg (16), discussing ways to introduce intervals,

tells that seconds are experienced as whole and half steps

and are not considered intervals in the sense of "iskip,"

while thirds are used early and are easily recognized,

measured from space to space, or line to line. The two

thirds in the tonic triad should be already familiar.
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Fourths are introduced through the interval 5-1, or sol-d-

("Columbia the Gem of the Ocean"). The tonic triad in-

terval from root to fifth is oft en used in introducing

the fifth. This bold, open interval is easily felt in

the body, and measured with the eye, in two spaces,

skipping one; or on two lines, skipping one. Sixths

are thirds inverted, and are useful for early harmonic

action of simple melodies. Sevenths come seldom in

melodic patterns, but this is the important interval and

is later met ith in the construction of the dominant

seventh chord. The seventh is most frequently found in

the melodic line from low sol (5) to fa (4) above.

Jacobsen (30) and Jeffries (31) agree that the larger

intervals are more difficult than the smaller intervals

and, therefore need more drill. The augmented fourth,

minor seventh, and minor sixth are frequently missed in-

tervals.

"The intervals of sixths, sevenths, and ninths fre-

quently create sight-singing difficulties. In tonal music

it is best to think of these intervals in relationsto

their scale functions (15, p. 133)."

Barnes (3), in an experimental study of interval

drill, found that rising intervals are generally easier

to sing than falling intervals. Although the easiest of

the intervals was the minor second down, the next four

easiest of the intervals were all rising intervals, all
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seconds or thirds. Barnes found that the major third down

was the most difficult, with fourths and fifths falling

in the next four positions according to order of diffi-

culty.

Order of difficulty of intervals investigated by

Barnes as determined by analysis of interval tests:

Major third -- Down

Perfect fifth -- Up

Perfect fifth -- Down

Perfect fourth -- Down

Major second -- Down

Minor third -- Down

Major third -- Up

Minor third -- Up

Major second -- Up

Minor second -- Up

fi nor second -- Down

(3, p. 71)

Barnes (3) discovered that the interval drill was

as effective in aiding the sightt-singing of "coventional,"

that is major, minor, non-modulating melody, as in the

sight singing of "unconventional," that is modal, modu-

lating melody.

"The teacher should ta:e time to practice the various

intervals found in the children's music texts; she also



needs to encourage score study, focusing attention upon

phrases and groups of notes rather than individual notes.

(53, p. 9)."

Benward (5) suggests that requested intervals be

sung above a given note. The student plays a whole note

on the piano and then sings the requested interval. For

interval practice Benyard recommends that students sing

melodies which lack key feeling.

Develong Sensitivity o Phrases

Hodgson (27), Krone and Miller (34), Alchin (1),

Mursell (45), Crowell (11), and Hooper (28) all advocate

that children learn to think and to sing phrasewise,

rather than from note to note.

Mursell (46) suggests outlining phrases by curves.

This strongly emphasizes the unity and totality of the

phrase, and also the sequential relationship of the phrase

units to one another.

Grant advises that as preparation for reading a

songj the class note all like and nearly-alike phrases.

This will often facilitate matters and win the class's

confidence in the possibility of the task about to be

undertaken (20, p. 202).

Developing Auditory Percetion

The development of auditory perception is most

important. Music should be approached through the ear,

85
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not the eye (26, p. 22). "The time to guide and develop

the ear is at an early age not at the college-level,

as is too often the case (12, P. 7)."

Walton writes:

Listening is the basis of all music today.
Very little is gAined if the ear is not
trained. The student should be able to recall
the sounds represented by the symbols both
silently and by singing. This skill combines
the effort of the eye, ear, and mind. Silent
reading of the score should be stressed and
encouraged as a most important aspect of the
reading process (64, p. 2).

Hearing tonal direction (up and down) is the first

important step toward music reading (18, p. 1). Earhart

instructs: "Begin systematic ear-training by learning to

distinguish C (middle C) from all other C's (13, . 4)."

"Next learn to distinguish the number of octaves between

any C heard...(13, p. 5)."

One important aspect of teaching sight singing is

dictation. This process for taking dictation is suggested

by Frothingham (18):

1. Listen.

2. Silently and clearly think it.

3. Sing, write, or play it.

Hindemith states: "...the most reasonable way of

using dictation is to combine it Nith other musical

activities and apply it merely to check up on the general

development (25, p. 181)."
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Lawton agrees on the importance of dictation:

The best proof of clear and accurate
thought is to be found in the written test,
the imortance of which cannot be over-
estimated. From the beginning dictation
exercises, however simple, should be regarded
as essential (38, p. ix).

Harmonic implication certainly is of
real importance in the reading of advanced
uoicians, and if properly prepared, should

be of great assistance in beginning reading
...the sense of harmonic relation whether
it is understood (rare) or not offers a
very real guide to new and unknown melodic
exploration. Apparently, harmonic feel is
more widespread than we have been led to
suppose (27, p. 144).

TeachinZ Part Singing

"Hearing the harmony is an aid in hearing the melody.

In fact, most so-called music reading in later years will

be done with an accompaniment...(14, p. 113)."

Nye and Nye (50) discuss part singing. When children

learn to "hold" one part while another part is being sung

or played at the same time ski-ll in musicianship develops

rapidly.

Dialogue songs, rounds, canons, and combination songs

are a good introduction to part singing (50, p. 204).

Adding harmonic endings is a simple and effective way to

develop a feeling for part-singing. This may be initiated

in t he third grade (50, p. 208).

The singing of chord roots is one of the easiest

parts to add to a song. The harmonic strength of the root

is the foundation tone of each chord (50, p. 210).
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Singing countermelodies and descants is another of

the many approaches to part singing. A countermelody is

an added melodic part, usually lower than the original

melody, which often imitates it and often moves in con-

trary motion to it (50, p. 220). Ideally, a descant is a

melo dy in its own right although written to accompany

another melody. In practice, however, the descant is

subordinate to the melody. It is usually higher in pitch

than the melody and a small group of children may sing it

while the majority of the children sing the melody (50,

p. 220).

Usually, vocal chording consists of the same tones

that are often used for piano chording in the treble clef.

The children may be divided into four groups, with one

assigned the melody and the other three assigned the three

chord tones. Logically, this activity would begin with

one-chord melodies and progress to three-chord melodies.

It mray start in a simple way in third or fourth grade and

be emphasized in fifth and sixth grades as an approach to

three-part singing (50, p. 223).

Elliott comments on the musical background essential

for part singing.

Wh.at musical background is essential for
success :in part singing? ..

a) the ability to sing many simple songs
with confidence.

b) the ability to respond to various
rhythm patterns.

c) an elemen t ary understanding of the
notation representing tone and time.
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d) wide experience in hearing harmonies
played on the piano, song bells, and/or other
chording instruments during the singing and
reading activities (14, p. 116).

Types of part songs which elementary children can

learn include:

1. One part remaining stationary as
another voice moves.

2. Parallel thirds, with no skips
larger than the third.

3. A simple melody which moves mostly
scale-wjise, against another voice.

4. Songs in which thirds and sixths
predominate but other intervals occur.

5. Three-part songs (14, p. 118, 119).

Vandre (63) advises that if it can be avoided, parts

should never be worked out separately. Sight reading in

parts means that all parts are to be read at one time

from the first reading on. This ability can be developed

only through practice.

TeachinE Modulation

Modulation should be explained and practiced after

the other aspects of sight singing are studied.

Any key change in the course of a piece
of music is called a modulation. Modulations
may occur anywhere in a melody; however, the
change is often introduced near the cadence of
a phrase or with the begin 0ig of a new phrase.
This fact underscores the importance of
examining cadences in si ht singing, particularly
in unacc ompanie d melody 40, p. 141).

Nordholm and Thompson (48) suggest that modulation

be taught through the analysis of rote and reading songs.

When teaching modulation, have the students find the new

keynote as quickly as possible even by guessing.
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.he eadin 

Only one reading song should be taken up in a music

period. No new things should be presented in the first

reading songs. The class should learn reading songs one

phrase at a time, no more, no less. Words should not be

added to a reading song until the class knows the tune

well (20, p. 62).

Grant discusses reading songs. Before the first

reading song is given the class should know:

1. The scale, ascending and descending, and
short tone-groups found therein.

2. The tonic chord, in all combinations.
3. Quarter-, half-, dotted-half-, and

whole-notes.
4. The combinations do-re-do and sol-

la-sol (20, p. 59).

Jacobsen (30) and Nordholm and Thompson (48) agree

that a classroom procedure of silently reading the notes

and words before singing them would be a great aid in

obtaining accuracy and speed in performance. Pitts (51)

points out that running through a number of songs without

stopping to correct errors will do much to prevent the

recurrence of these errors in subsequent readings,

Mary Helen Richards recommends that children follow

this procedure when reading new songs:

1. Clap the beat and decide which noteie
the beat note.

2. Read the rhythmic pattern using rhyth.
syllables.

3. Read the words on the rhythmic pattern.
4. Sing the song using tone syllables, and

hand or arm signals.
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5. Sng the song with the words.
6. Make an ostinato for the song that is

being learned.
7. Write the song in their notebooks,

listening to it in their heads and
writing first the rhythmic pattern and
then the t ne syto)ol line, or melody
line (54, p. 93).

Mursell lists three requirements for a reading pro-

First of all, the material should be
copious. It is necessary that the material
should be such as to favor a rapid, progressive
eye movement, and a confident grasp of large
units of meaning. ... the third general requirement
for a good reading program is that the material
used should be interesting and appealing
(45, pp. 238-240).

After the children have learned to give a fairly accurate

reading of a song comprised of simple rhythmic patterns

and melodic intervals, teachers ust work toward ad-

vancing their classes to a level where a high percentage

of the children can truly be called independent music

readers. The ability to read music permits one to study

the literature of music without the presence of a teacher.

Children who can read mayicontinue to learn long after

their elementary school experiences have ended.

Special Materials and Devices

Numerous devices are employed in the teaching of

elodic sight singing. A number of music eduactors

discuss some of these devices.
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Chalkboards, Flannel Boards, Charts

... the students should use the black.
board, constantly watched and observed by
their fellow students, and they should take
turns at substituting for the teacher in
singing or playing the material which the
other students are to wrii from their
dictation (25, p. 183).

Nye and Nye suggest:

An interval drill based on the scale
can be pictured by drawing an umbrella on
the chalkboard as the children sing the
intervals. The teacher begins each curved
line on do: do re do mi do fa do sol do
la do ti do, then down the scale: do ti
do la do sol do fa do mi do re do do. The
handle is drawn after the singing is done.

do e m i fa so la ti do

(50, P. 315)

Fig. 7--Umbrella for use in

interval drill

Weyland lists seven steps for beginning music

reading using chalkboard or a large sheet of paper:



Step One. Draw the melody contour of the song
on the chalkboard or on a large sheet
of paper. Sing the tune while you
are drawing.

lit-tie
J Twin-kle Star 10wI

Twin-klewn-r
are

Up a-

bove the
world so

high

Fig. 8--Melody contour

lit-tle
Twin-kie

Star

How I

won-der
Twin-kle wa o

are

Step Two. Melody contour., Add dashes to indicate
the -length of duration of these tones:

lit -tle
T win-kle S tar

HowI -
won-der wa

T win -k e wht o r

Up a-

bove the world-S-
world soh

high

like a

dia-mond -

in the

sky

lit - t]e
Twin-kle Star

How I

won-der
win-kle Fig. 9--Melody contour with dashes what you

are
to indicate duration of tones
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like a
dia-'mond

in the
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Step Three. Go over mielody contour again and
add a tall vertical line for the
heavy accent and a short vertical
line for the light accent:

Twinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder what you are;
SI i Ii IUp above the world so high, like a diamond in the sky,

III I I I I III ITwinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder what you are.

Fig. I0--Vertical line for heavy

and light accents

Step Four. Repeat melody contour, with exact
horizontal lines:

lit-tie-

TTwin-kae Star
won-der

what you

Twin-kle are

UP a--e likeody cau-bove the dia-mond
world so i h

high sky

T win-kle .ltte Star Ho

won-e
what 

yre

-T win -kle a

Fig. 1l--Melody contour with exact

vertical horizontal line



Step Five.

0 0

Replace short dashes with large black
dots representing the regularly
recurring tones, and the long dashes
with circles to represent tones that
are held longer:
a) Follow the contour of the melody

in placing the dots and circles.
b) Place an accent mark ( > ) under

each heavily accented note.
c) Group the notes by placing a

vertical line just before each
heavy accent.

0
po

0
0

* 0

____

a a
a a 0

0 0

Fig. 12--Dots and circles which follow

melody contour
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Step S ix. Draw a staff on the chalkboard and
place the notes on it. Use measure
bars. Place accent marks where needed.

NOW0

I*-------0
0d

0 dp0p d

Fig. 13--Tune placed on three sets

of five parallel lines

Step Seven. Finish the music, but on music paper.

Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

Nursery

Twi kie, Twin-kle, lit-tie s t ar, How On-er w hat you are;

Up a - bove the world so high, like a dia - mond in the sky;

Twin-kle, Twin-kle, lit-tle star, How on-de what you are.

(67, pp. 15o17)

Fig. 14--,Com-pleted tune

on music paper
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Visual demonstrations of the spacing of tones on

a scale are good. Make a musical staircase on chalk-

board, flannel board, or place on a large chart.

SS
wP

-p1I
S-N

-RE
-D o

(67, p. 20)

Fig. 15-musical staircase
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Make a musical ladder using chalkboard, flannel board,

or chart.

(67, p. 21)

Fig. 16--Musical Ladder
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Gary writes: "Children should have experience with

blank notation on flannel boards, chalkboard or charts,

and by describing melodies with hand movements (19, p. 55)."

Flash Cards

Mursell comments on the use of flash cards: "Flash

cards containing musical figures and phrases have a

limited use in building up mastery of the score....in order

to emphasize speed of recognition and response (46, p. 226)."

Tachistoscope

The tachistoscope is a flashmeter attachment used on

an overhead projector or a slide projector. (See page 47.)

Several authors report on the use of the tachistoscope in

sight singing.

Hammer (21) conducted an experiment on the use of the

tachistoscope in teaching melodic sight singing. He reports

that tachistoscope techniques were more effective than the

conventional techniques in developing sight singing skills.

Whichever group was exposed to tachistoscopic training during

the two parts of the experiment, that group gained more in

melodic sight singing skills.

Tachistoscopic techniques were more effective than con-

ventional techniques in teaching melodic sight singing to the

less intelligent students, as well as to the more musically

talented of the class. Tachistoscopic techniques seem to be

more effective with groups which have had some background in

reading music.
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The tachistoscope can be utilized effectively to teach

melodic sight singing within the normally designed school

program. Special laboratory situations are not required.

The general classroom teacher who is musically talented and

has some training in music should be capable of using tachis-

toscopic techniques, although the music specialist would be

best equipped to teach -melodic sight singing by these tech-

niques.

Hammer says that tachistoscopic presentation compels the

student to grasp the tonal pattern as a whole or unit. Pat-

terns become more than vaguely familiar and responses become

natural and automatic (21).

Bargar (2) reports that music reading programs utilizing

the tachistoscopic technique will make significant contri-

butions to the training of students in music reading skills.

Instruments

Pitch and melodic tendency can be introduced through

the use of tuned water glasses (60, pp. 27-34). Playing

melodies on bells or xylophone will help to bring into

focus a feeling for high and low, up and down (61-1, p. 8).

Tuned resonator bells are an effective aid in teaching

chords (56, p. 196).

Rhythm band work is an invaluable aid
in developing good habits in ear-training.
The playing of various instruments at different
musical intervals makes it necessary for the
children to listen carefully in order that they
know when and how they are to play (23, p. 29).
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Keyboard illustrations may be used to highlight

important teaching points, to facilitate clear visual-

ization of scales, intervals, and tonal patterns, and to

enable t he child to play and hear these features on the

piano or chromatic bells (6-6, p. 2). "...it might be wise

to let the children who are having pitch difficulties do the

playing while others sing (35, p. 41)."

Some music educators-are opposed to the use of the

piano as children can become so accustomed to it that they

cannot sing without it. Vandre strongly opposes the use of

the Piano. "The piano should never be used to help the stu-

dents in the learning of the music (63, p. 56)."

Three music educators state their beliefs on the use

of instruments as an aid in sight singing:

Kanzell: "Do not play the exercises. Use the piano

or other instrument only to sound the keynote and verify

intonation (33, p. 11).

Short: IA 5 ood sight-reading method should avoid t he

use of an accompaniment which would prevent creation of a

habit of dependency from an outside source for pitches

(59, p. 11)."

Jacobsen: "The practice of reading the music away

.rO ute instrument or prior to :singing is no doubt a

very good procedure, since some familiarity with the

rhythm, intervals, accidental signs, and other complexi-

ties of the material is thus acquired (29, p. 289)."
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Physical Devices

Nye and Nye suggest:

"singing from the hand" is useful for
drill on difficult passages from song material
and for intervals. The teacher uses the right
hand to point to the scale tones the class
sings. ...

The hand is also useful when the fingers
are used to represent the staff. Ear-training
drills can be done, and some intervals can be
practiced when the children sing the notes to
which -the teacher's right index finger points.

----- F
E

-

(50, p. 314)

Fig. 17--Fingers used to represent

the staff

Nye (49) recommends conducting by pitch-level and

singing songs which can be acted out in response to pitch.

An ear-training exercise relating physical
responses to degrees of the scale can be done
while standing.
Scale Tone 1 = arms down at sides.

2 = hands on hips.
3 = fingers on outside of shoulders.
4 = fingers on top of shoulders.
5 = fingers above ears on sides of head.
6 = hands somewhat above head.
7 = arms stretched high above head.
8 = stand on toes with arms stretched

high above head (50, P. 315)
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The devices discussed in this chapter are all helpful

if used with discrimination. If overused, they might become

a crutch, rather than an aid to understanding, and in so

doing cripple the young sight singer.

Summary

Formal music training is usually begun in the first

grade. Melodic sight singing is first approached through

the upward and downward movements of tones. From the first

grade through the sixth grade pupils should have many

musical experiences, which lead toward independent sight

singing skill.

Many systems are used to teach melodic sight singing.

Those systems include Movable Do, Fixed Do, Numbers,

Intervals, Use of Instruments, Hand Signs, Letter Names,

Tonal Patterns, Miessner Tone Syllables, and Colors.

A music reading readiness background should consist

of aumusical background somewhat comparable to the speech

background. Practices fu ndamental to successful teaching

of language reading may be adapted to the teaching of music

reading.

Music for the immature reader should be easy. The

more difficult 1,aterial should be introduced gradually.

children should study tonality, scales, intervals, phrases,

auditory perception, part singing, and modulation in order

to develop sight singing ability.
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Only one reading song should be presented in a music

period. No new musical concepts should be included in the

first reading so ngs. Words should not be added to a reading

song until 'the class knows the tune vell.

Numerous special materials and equipment may be

employed in the teaching of melodic sight singing. Many

illustrations may be presented using chalkboards, flannel

boards, and charts. Flash cards and the tachistoscope are

useful aids. The piano and rhythm band instruments may

assist in the teaching of sight singing. Physical movements

are sometimes helpful in teaching melodic sight singing.

The hand is useful when used to represent the staff. All

devices employed in the teaching of sight singing should be

used with discrimination.
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CHAPT J4Pt IV

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this study was to investigate

essential factors related to the teaching of sight

singing to elementary children.

Analysis of the general problem led to subordinate

questions, which were 1) what rhythms should elementary

children be able to recognize and perform at sight? 2)

how are the rhythmic aspects of sight singing taught? 3)

what melodic aspects of sight singing should elementary

children be expected to understand and perform at sight?

and ) how are the melodic aspects of sight singing taught

to elementary children?

The study was limited to an investigation of only the

factors related to the singing of correct pitches and

rhythms at sight. The quality of the singing voice was not

investigated.

No hypotheses were examined in this study. The basic

assumption of the study was that the essential factors of

teaching sight singing are published and are available for

study and therefore personal and direct contact with sight

singing authorities living today was thought unnecessary.
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Chapter One of this thesis presents the purpose of

the study, the sub-problems involved, definition of terms,

delimitations, the basic assumption of the report, the his-

torical background of the study from ancient times up to the

twentieth century, hereditary, cultural and psychological

factors influencing sight singing, methodology, and the plan

of the report.

Rhythmic sight singing is the subject of Chapter Two.

A graded sequence of objectives for rhythmic development,

grades one through six, is given. Responses to rhythmic

stimuli are discussed. Teaching meter signature significance,

teaching dotted note rhythms, teaching rest values, responding

to accents, teaching syncopation, developing sensitivity to

tempos, teaching auditory perception, practicing rhythmic

studies, reading unfamiliar rhythmic patterns, and special

materials and equipment are treated in this chapter.

The melodic aspects of sight singing are presented in

Chap t er Three. A graded sequence of objectives for melodic

development, grades one through six, opens this chapter.

Various systems for teaching melodic sight singing are

discussed. These systems include movable do, fixed do,

numbers, intervals, use of instruments, hand signs, letter

names, tonal patterns, Miessner tone syllables, and colors.

Numerous aspects concerned with teaching the melodic aspects

of sight singing are presented: music reading readiness,

music reading compared to language reading, reading material,
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teaching tonality, teaching scales, teaching intervals,

developing sensitivity to phrases, developing auditory per-

coption, teaching -art singing, teaching modulation, and the

reading song, The final section of this chapter discusses

special materials and devices used in teaching the melodic

aspects of sight singing. These include chalkboards,

flannel boards, charts, flash cards, tachistoscope, instru-

ments, and physical devices.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made to music

teachers:

I. It.is recommended that the emphasis on music

reading be increased.

2. It is recommended that music selected for sight

singing be of genui ne artistic value.

3. It is recommended that music teachers incorporate

language reading principles in the teaching of sight singng.

The following recommendations are made to school

admInistrators:

1. It is recommended that school adMinistrators

provide adequate time in the scheduled program for the

teaching of sight singing.

2. It is recommended that school administrators set

aside adequate facilities in the physical plant for the

teaching of sight singing through rhythmic activities.
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3. It is recommended that school administrators pro-

vide the teacher with appropriate equiptment adequate for

the teaching of sight singing.

The following recommendations are made to the publishers:

I. It is recommended that a collection of the sight

singing methods and materials in current use be published

in pamphlet form and made available to teachers and school

administrators.

2. It is recommended that publishers include a

section of graded sight singing exercises in song texts.

3. It is recommended that a list of songs in song

texts which are appropriate for sight reading be compiled

and included in each teachers edition of the song texts

punished.

The following recommendations are made to researchers:

1. It is recommended that a grade by grade study be

made to show the relative value of each of the sight sing-

ing systems presented in ths study.

2. It is recommended that a test be developed to

determiine music reading readiness.

3. It is recommended that a series of sigh singing

achievement tests be developed for use in the elementary

school.
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